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EDITOR'S PAGE -
" I will never be a dancer, said Bart Roccoberton, wistfully. larly in our History column by John Bell, who also reviews
Looking at him , I supposed this was true ( though , for one so the important new Puppetry: A World History, by Eileen
solidly built, he was remarkably light on his feet). "With a Blumenthal Ipage 361. Blumenthal's latest work is surely des-
puppet , though , 1 really can dance ! tined to become a standard reference

That was in 1984, when we per- work. We include a portion of the final
formed together in Pandemonium Pup- chapter. which highlights the relation-
pet Company (of which he was also the ship between dancer and puppet.
director). Now, as the head of UConn's It is on the stage, though, rather
puppetry program, Roccoberton spends than in books. where the rubber hits the
a lot less time performing. Hand him a road (or where the tutu hits the tarmac).
puppet though, and he'll still plid and ~ Christopher Williams is a young NY
twirl with the best of them. choi eographer whose work at times

The universes of puppetry and veers so far from the mainstream that
dance have many galaxies in common. .M.7 the mainstream itself is forced to shift

~wh~~4.ati~.d.atted~af"~re~ Ipage 4]. Rolande Duprey and Matthew
but there are also dancers who con- Cohen document the fascinating jour-
sciously try to imitate puppets. There ney of Gita Kolanad, from teenage run-

away to master of Bharatanatyam ( one
by turns played by puppets. and by of India's classical dance forms) and
dancers who are manipulated as pup- beyond Ipage 16]. Boston's "Snappy
pets (when done well, the audience will Dance" has often integrated objects and
be unable to tell which is which). There puppets into their work, as explained by
are dance troupes that integrate puppets company member (and puppeteer) Bon-
or shadows into their dances, and pup- nie Duncan [page 281. Wasau Dance
pet troupes that integrate dancers into Theatre ' s recent production Alice in
their plays . There are so many combi - Wonderland is only their latest collabo-
nations and permutations of the dance/ ration with Integrity Designworks- a
puppetry equation, that at some point a company started by UConn Puppetry
reasonable person will simply say. "To Program alums [page 81
heck with it!" and leave the naming of We have our scholarly writing as
names to scholars whose fastidious Just a few days ago Nikki Tilroe left us. well (though not of the dry, Petri dish
work it is to prepare specimen slides "The body is dying," she smiled variety). In addition to the aforemen-
for the microscopes of posterity. tioned Bell, Blumenthal and Tierney,

"but the spirit is strong."
What we have tried to do here is Kathy Foley introduces us to Indone-

assemble a sampler, a curiosity case, the sian wavanq wong [page 10], and LarryAs a dancer, she was enchanting.
contents of which represent a wide Kominz to Japanese bio,o I page 22].

As a puppeteer, sublime.
range of work being done both in the These are both forms of dance based on
US and abroad. Our hope is that out of As a friend, she will be missed by many. traditional puppet movement. Steve
all these motley scraps, a picture will Abrams leads us through the work of
begin to emerge of a fantastic world of such well-known choreographers as
color and choreography, of metaphor Martha Graham. who've been influ-
and movement. enced by puppetry [page 30].

A seminal essay in the consideration of puppetry and You don't need to bea Martha Graham. though, to work
dance is Heinrich von Kleist's "Uberdas Marionettentheater." in the world of dance. Take a lesson from Professor
Hanne Tierney throws new light on this old chestnut [page Roccoberton and pick up a puppet. Now: "Right hand to the
26]. Von Kleist's name pops up a number of times, particu- heart-a; left hand to the heart-a. sink, slide, coupt!" (Repeat.)

ANDREW PERIALEs#5%
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Puppets and Dance, an integral part of shows with Wassau Dance Theatre, Compagnie Philippe Genty, and Cader Family Marionettes
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CHRISTOPHER WILLIAMS
THE (UNUSUAL) WORD MlDE FLESH

Ever since the theme of this issue got out, people have
been giving us excited reviews of the work of young
choreographer Christopher Williams. Dance critics
seem to agree. In The New Yorker (2005/08/08 and 15), „tJoan Acocella, describing his Urs,da and the 11 ,000
Virgins, placed him among the best of the new wave of
surrealist choreographers (a group whose imagery is „ ~ "
more ambiguous than the earlier wave that included
Martha Clarke and Pina Bausch).

Williams brings to his work not only his background
as a dancer (he has worked for Tere O'Connor and oth-
ers), but as a puppeteer. It was not surprising to learn
that one of his mentors at college was dancer/puppe-
teer Dan Hurlin. He has also worked for Basil Twist.

In a recent conversation with Christopher Williams, I
asked him about his reasons for using puppets in his
dances, as well as what he thought were puppets'
strengths relative to flesh-and-blood dancers, and how
he saw the relationship of the puppet to its animator.

in the context of making dances, I see puppets both
as unique entities of their own and more often as
possible extensions of the human dancers' bodies. provide her with a charged, dramatic space or context. This
While both dancers and puppets have certain limita- occurrence of the puppet providing the dancer with a height-
lions in their range of movement, puppets, in many ened dramatic playing space can also work in reverse. In
forms , arguably surpass the human anatomy in their Virgo Genitrix. for example , it was the dancers ' bodies ( with
ability to appear to defy gravity, to change scale. and the addition of prosthetic pregnant bellies) that provided a
to undergo metamorphosis before the eyes of the kind of human. tleshy proscenium stage for two baby pup-
viewer, for example. To watch a dancer perform a pets representing Saint John the Baptist and the Christ Child
solo with a bird puppet hovering around her may give leaping in the wombs of their mothers.
a scene a more heightened sense of movement than
if she were dancing alone. The bird puppet. while In Basil Twist's version of the Ballet Petnishka. he em-
maintaining its unique identity, has also served to ployed ligurative puppet dancer< instead of humans  for the
augment the movements of the dancer's body and three main characters with great succesx. My experience

with them was that they could perform many high. gravity-
defying leaps and other steps especially with ease, while
turns or spins and c,ther non-frontal steps proved a bit more
difficult (though not impossible) due to the fact that they

64@.I
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were manipulated from behind by hidden puppeteers . I have 1 n the case of Virgo Genitrix. however, in keeping with apoc-
not yet explored the possibility of presenting a figurative ryphal legends of the medieval cult of the three Marys. 1

dancing puppet against a human dancer. with the possible was interested in maintaining the strict illusion that the pup-
exception of a scene from Virgo Genitrix m which one of pets were separate , supernatural entities visiting or plagu-
the dancers is visited by a fairy-like archangel Gabriel ap- ing the dancer<. Six veiled puppeteers and light curtain

parition. The ensuing duet exploited the strength of the techniques were employed to maintain this effect.
puppet to hover or fly above her companion, while the
dancer could spin and turn easily on the floor below hers. The kind of puppet I choose to employ also has a great
Puppets can be built specifically to accomplish one certain significance for me in each work . In Ursula and the 1 1 , 000

effect. while human dancers constantly strive to push the Virgins, the choice to include a lamb marionette in the solo
boundaries of their ultimately finite movement vocabular- of Saint Agnes was intended to create a poetic harmony

ies. This is why. as a choreographer working from a base with her early iconography. with her name's sake, as well
of innate love of the living human body in motion. 1 more as with that of the marionette itself, whose name comes

often than not see puppetry as a sensitive way to allow a from its iconographic use to depict the virgin Mary in early

dancer to appear to breach the boundary of his own physi- Christian mystery plays.

cal limitations.
For me, a certain beauty lies in the flexibility of the roles of

The role of puppet to its manipulator depends greatly upon puppets to their manipulators as well as the multiplicity of

the approach I ani exploring within a particular work. 1 try puppet forms, and I plan to continue to challenge thi rela-

to make nothing arbitrary in this choice. 1 employ addi- tionship as I create more work.

tional puppeteers (or not) in my dances in order to most
thoroughly flesh out a particular idea or vision of mine . Describing Ursula and the 11 , 000 Virgins, Acocella also

praises the costumes and the music, but her final words are
reserved for the choreographer:

In the case of Mandragora Vulgaris, the mandrake root baby

puppets are meant to seem as if they had grown out of the
RS. 122 should be congratulated for producing this show.

tangled root garments that the dancers wear. Here, 1 spe-
but " Ursula" deserves to be shown in a larger theatre. or

cifically wanted to explore the possibilities of the dancers
just a theatre with more seats. The four performances were

themselves fulfilling the role of puppeteer. AM a result, the
completely sold out. with people on the sidewalk. crying

role of puppeteer to puppet became a metaphor for the
for tickets.

mother to her spawn through parthenogenesis or some other
mysterious and spontaneous form of reproduction. In this
way, the wild woman or Amazon mother to baby relation- For more images and information, visit Christopher Williams:s
ship justifies the need for puppets. web site: www. threchandsm/:org
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A MATTER OF TRUIST
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Alice in Wonderland

One of the more interesting- and abroad. Moving to Wausau be-
~c# A- bf~ and unlikely-collaborations cause of a work opportunity for her

between the worlds of classi- husband, she began giving a few pri-
L~ S cal ballet and puppetry must vate ballet lessons. which grew into

--,5,==~» surely be that of Wausau Dance classes that eventually took over the
Theatre and Integrity house, and finally blossomed into a

'~ Designworks. 1 say "unlikely" school of world-renown in a large
because the dancing is in a downtown facility. Her professional
small town in Central Wiscon- students have gone on to work at the
sin while the puppetry is in a Joffrey, the Kirov and numerous other

1 1 small town in Eastern Con- prestigious troupes.
necticut. Despite the geo- Wausau Dance Theatre is the

graphic barriers, though, the two seemed not only destined to work to- non-profit performing branch of the
gether, but the work of each has come, to some extent, to define the art- school. It was initiated and run by
istry of the other. Waltraud'+ daughter. Annaluna Karkar,

Wausau Dance Theatre grew out of the Central Wisconsin School of and her son, Patrick Kaspar. Annaluna.
Ballet, founded by Waltraud Karkar some thirty-tour years ago. Karkar after working for years as an actress in
came to the United States from Darmstadt. Germany, when she was eigh- Los Angeles, returned to Wausau. Her
teen and continued her dance studies with well-known teachers, both here father showed her some videotape of a

Ntticracker done by the Hartford Bal -
let. She was absolutely struck with the
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UNTEGR/TY DES/GN WORKS AND WAUSAU DANCE THEATRE

Carnival of the Animals

design work and masks, and set about the 0,task of tracking down the artist respon- We stick to the highest
sible. The designer in question was Joyce standards of workmanship,"
Ritz. Together with her husband Bob says Joyce Ritz, "so that the
(A lice 's set designer, and theater prof'es- kids get to know the best that
sor at Eastern Connecticut State Univer- is possible."
sity), she owns and runs Integrity The masks are ex-
Designworks in tiny Ashford, Connecti- tremely dancer-friendly," , '7/ P
cut. Joyce's background, though, is any- says Annaluna Karkar. She
thing but homespun. She has an MFAin sees the change in a dancer
costume design and puppetry from the as soon as the mask (or pup-
University of Connecticut (UConn). She pet) is donned. "Dancers are
also works with some of the best and taught to use their faces as
brightest to come out of the UConn pro- means of expression. When you take that away, they have to learn to use bigger
gram. These alums-such as David Regan, gestures." Kids, she notes, pick this up more quickly than adults.
Carole Simms and Susan (Doyle) Tolis- After a number of collaborations, Joyce and Annaluna feel more like next-
are not only craftspeople. but are also per- door neighbors than artists working 1.000 miles apart. When a design question
formers. and they make masks and pup- comes up. Annaluna has been known to say, "Oh, you know what I like."
pets that not only look good, but work. Now that's what I call trust. •
Nothing goes on stage before they have
thoroughly tested it and are satisfied that

production photos: L Freeberg Hagenit is truly "performance-enhancing."
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"HUMAN PUPPETRY" IN SOUTHEAST ASIAN COURT DANCE:

PUPPET MASTER KINGS AND
WELL ORDERED COUNTRIES

BY KATHY FOLEY

Amir Hamzah is a refined King in wayang golek cepak.

In Southeast Asia, the form and aesthetic of dance-drama are 92) was raised to the sultan title to appease him and his fol-
attributed to puppet theatre. Prior to World War 11 in Java. lowers who felt that his half brother. the ruler (sunan) of
hundreds of dancers might participate in stories of epic clashes Surakarta had cared in too easily to Dutch power. For him,
between the five heroic Pandawa brothers as they staved off the Maliabharata-an epic which talks of internal fighting
their hundred greedy cousins. Dressed in headdresses and between two sets of  cousins, and the woes the unjust cousins
clothing like the puppet figures, performers would execute cause-was the preferred source for material.
their scenes in a flattened plane, as if the dance had to "fit" The drama reflected the political and social mood of
the ground plan ofthe banana log stage in which puppet rods the time . For wayang wong , a dalang ( puppet master. but now
would be fixed as figures. Though the shadow screen was merely a narrator) was present. But instead of moving all the
gone, dancers would still move slightly for their dialogue, puppets and intoning all their dialogue, the puppet master
emulating the practice for the shadows of wayang kulit purwa. might only cue the orchestra and provide narration and mood

In Java, this human dance drama, called wayang wong songs, while the dancers spoke for and moved themselves.
(literally, "human puppetry"), was introduced after 1755 But dancers did not use their natural voices, for they were
(Soedarsono 1984, 15). Prior to that time puppetry was the still regulated by the conventions of puppet theatre. They
premier dramatic form. Due to the split of the princely house spoke with the puppet theatre's high-pitched voice resonat-
of Mataram, engineered by the Dutch colonial government ing on the hard palate if they were a female or with the dis-
who sought to divide and conquer. the newly established court tinctive stutter of a particular clown when they played his
of Yogyakarta needed to create a unique artistic identity that role. The "green room" or staging area was called kotak (pup-
could distinguish it from the older branch of the house in pet box) and the monarch sat on a seat. which was roughly
Surakarta, the older capital. Mangkubumi, the new ruler, de- analogous to where the puppeteer would sit for a puppet per-
cided to create w«yang wong, with dance, music and reper- formance in relation to the playing space. Dancers would
tory drawn from the puppet theatre. Mangkubumi (reign 1755- enter on his right or left from the same positions that would
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Ben Arcangel dances the hero Gatotkaca in human puppet ( wayang orang or wayang wong) style .
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pologist Clifford Geertz coined the term "theatre state" to
describe the princely courts of Bali and Java where monarchs
defeated all corners by devising the best dance displays. Who
needed to fight on a battlefield when it was apparent to all

1009~144 - that the ruler who had the best trained dancers and fullest
aesthetic sense was the winner? Power was in the dance, and
only a great monarch could. like a puppet master, animate
display without seeming effort.

Courtiers refined themselves in the schools of dance that
were part of court education. At displays for the anniversary
ofa coronation or other state event. a prince would sail across
the stage effortlessly like the refined puppet Arjuna in the
dance move called "flying" (trisi). As the prince smoothly
catches the arm of his foe, the jerky demon Cakil ("fang"),
the gamelan accelerates for the moment Arjuna kills Cakil
with a dagger. The demon's twists and turns stop, as he dies
beautifully-the moment of death always landing perfectly
on the stroke of a gong. The dance of these human puppets
displayed the perfect order of the kingdom ruled by a living
exponent of refinement-the sultan or the sunan.
Great displays continued in both Yogyakarta and Surakarta
until the 1930s and wherever Javanese culture went-to Sunda
in West Java and Surabaya and Malang in East Java-wayang

f wong was introduced into the smaller courts of bupati (re-
gents). The style of dance could change; in West Java (Sunda),
for example, the wooden rod puppets were more popular, so
the wavang wong there uses the conventions of the rod pup-
pet theatre, Sundanese wayang golek

Wayang wong remains important to the present .
Putri is a refined princes in wayang golek cepak. Hamengkubuwana IX, when he was the Vice-President of

have been the case if they were refined characters floating Indonesia in the 197(}s, revived aspects of these mammoth

gracefully on the right hand of a puppet master or rough char- displays. But performances were more modest, and only epi-

acters who ambled in on his left . Dance battles , where the sodes were presented rather than the extended stories ( lakon),

forces of the right overcame those who followed the left hand which in times past would take multiple days in the great

way, were the choreographic climaxes of this exquisite form. dance pavilions that are part of the palace. The floating qual-

"The sultan selected the stories to be performed and collabo- ity o f the Javanese dancer, the setup ofa scene, the iconogra-
phy of costume for each performer, the gestures of a fight

rated with his court literati in writing them.... Many dancers
sequence, and the music-all were and are structured by pup-

were selected by the sultan himself." (Kam, 33)
Wayang kulit purwa can have hundreds of puppets in a petry . A good dancer embodied the quality of the puppet that

puppet chest, and wa-vang wong, likewise. used hundreds of he or she represented.
From the early twentieth century in urban areas, dance

retainers to represent the epic action. Extensive documenta-
tion of the court displays comes from reports by Europeans troupes set up and started selling tickets in cities at amuse-

who enjoyed these entertainments from the eighteenth to twen- ment parks. Sriwidari. a wayang wong company in Surakarta

tieth century (Soedarsono; Holt 1967; Kam 1987). Perform- is a government-supported troupe which continues to present

ers rehearsed for months under the direction of the royal family wavang wong to the present. Most of the other companies
have closed as audiences turned to modern media in the 1960s

with close relatives of the ruler often taking the major roles.
The solo puppeteer as center of a universe was the ini- and 1970s. But dance academies and private groups, some

age that the Sultan Hamengkubuwana I ("lapofthe world") of which are still attached to palaces. may still present Knyang

activated. His descendants continued this tradition of lavish wong style performances on an occasional basis. In
puppet- influenced dance dramas and soon their Surakarta Yo~yakart a one may still see pieces of wayang wong dance

choreography which were created by R. W. Sasminta,
relatives were trying to outdo their dance dramas. Anthro-

Mardawa. the major choreographer of the palace tradition in
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the last half of the twentieth century. Nor is Java the only
place where people are judged by how good a puppet they
can be.

In Thailand, Prince Dhaninavat ( 1973) argues court
mask dance (khon) evolves from shadow puppetry (nang
yai) after the fourteenth century. In the late nineteenth cen-
tury rod puppets (hun krabok) evolved from the khon and
took their iconography and dance into popular theatres
around Bangkok. if you watch the stiffand sidelong move-
ment of the mask dancers you can understand how they
may have developed their art by first playing the "feet" of iy:r "4,
the monkeys and heroes of the 3'x 4' leather picture panels. YI1*'k
The aesthetic of dance, performance structure, and music A-

come again from puppetry. Once again the performers are Al
the aristocrats of the palace. Thai puppetry and mask dance . 4, 6: b,
supposedly originated as part of the annual ceremony where
brothers and followers of the monarch swore their loyalty
to the king. One of the ways they did this was honoring
him in great puppet shows and dance displays which were
modeled on the leather puppets.

The monarchs were often the authors of the versions
of the Rama %tory (Ramakien ) which the narrators sang .
The event, with its elaborate preparation, was rather like
Louis XIV's ballets about the "Sun King." Followers praised
the cakravartin ( the Buddhist righteous king ) Ram and the
living exponent-the king-by dancing these episodes.
Aristocrats had little time to rebel when their efforts were *'..., 74 1 15--
subsumed in this dance of beauty, power, and righteous rule. 1'...' /..
If you are in Thailand today in December you can still see
performances of mask dance (khon) and puppetry (nang The dancer's masked face and movements are shared with the puppet

vai) where hundreds gather to honor Rama IX the present character Kiana in Indonesian topeng cirebon dance .
monarch, Rama IX, who continues a tradition of righteous
king honored by the dance of his followers.

former incarnations of the Buddha, until the fall of the mon-Other areas of Southeast Asia show, a similar relation
archy to the British in the late nineteenth century disruptedbetween puppet and dancer. In West Java, when 1 was learn-

ing how to dance, my teacher, Abay Subarja would shake tradition and the zat pwe with humans began. The puppet
leads and the dancer tries to follow its model.his head at my ludicrous efforts; to improve rny technique,

he would demonstrate the wooden jerks of the wayang golek The idea that puppetry is a central art and that the hu-

puppet to help me see what I must do. I was "too human" man actor-dancer emulates the puppet is not confined to South-
east Asia. A.C. Scott notes it could be the same in China (Bran-and needed to become "like a puppet" to transform my at-

tempts into art. Watching the puppets and the mask dane- don 1993, 27). Indian scholars note the head of a Sanskrit

ers who wear the puppet's face, I learned the puppets en- Drama troupe is a sutradara (puller of strings) and say the

ergy and forgot myself in the "bigger than life" figures that 2000-year-old Indian genre may have been modeled on pup-
petry. Koreans note that the puppetry and mask dance, theinhabit the wayang. The moves of the wayang go/ek pup-
two oldest dramatic forms, share characters and scenes. Japa-pet and the dancer are the same.

A Burmese dancer, similarly, learns by watching pup- nese scholars know that as ningyo (doll ) joruri ( which we

pets to hang weight from his/her shoulder yoke, approxi. have come to call bunraku) and kabuki interacted, for a hun-

mating the yokthe pwe marionettes. The dancer swings limbs dred years from the early eighteenth century. In those days

like the puppet to let them fall with gravity. The repertoire puppets were the "art" and kabuki the lower class "entertain-
ment"of Burmese :atpwe Vataka plays/dance drama) is borrowed which borrowed one third of its repertoire from the

from puppetry. Puppet theatre was the only art form allowed puppet model. (Brandon, 149) The best performers could

to do the important jataka stories-those which tell the dance with the style of the puppets.

3 4/
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Summer workshops • 2 to 3 weeks duration • in July and August

More than 200 young professionals from all over the world (puppeteers, actors, mimes, imkip idancers, singers_) have already been trained through our multidisciplinary summer
workshops (puppetry, movement, voice, staging, stage design, new technologies...) for over 4 7

20 years, directed by high-level professional preformers such as: Luc Amoros, : 4Alain Duverne, Philippe Genty, Claire Heggen, Jim Henson, Tadeusz Kantor, Leszek Madzik,
Yoshida Minotaro, Fabrizio Montecchi, Hoichi Okamoto, Donato Sartori, Roland Sh6n,

Josef Svoboda, Neville Tranter, Mary Underwood.

~ Research residency programs
~ To encourage scientific research in puppetry.

A researchers' and puppeteers' residency at the Villa d'Aubilly.
Different kinds of support for people who want to do research at the Institute -

• Free accommodation (from 2 days to 3 months) al I
1 • Free accommodation with a grant (from 2 weeks to 3 months) A -'. tul#-' Deadlines for application: May 301 and November 30th

• The UNESCO-Aschberg Bursaries for Artists Program
Deadline for application: April 30th

National Superior School of the Arts of Puppetry (ESNAM)
Direct admission into the second year
Students who have already taken two years of courses in a similar school may be ./I'll.
admitted for the last two years at ESNAM (2006-2007 and 2007-2008).
The application must reach us by mail before 31 December 2005,

I NSTITUT ~ NTERNATIONAL DE LA MARIONNETTE Further information on:
7 place Winston Churchill - 08000 Charleville-Maziares (France) www.marionnette.com
Tai. 00 33 (0)3 24 33 72 50 - Fax 00 33 (0)3 24 33 72 69 Contact: institut@marionnette.com

IM Institut International
de la Marionnette
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NETHERLANDS ARTISTS

Puppeteer Ulrike Quade (Germany) and dancer Eduardo de Paiva
Souza (Brazil) began collaborating in 2000 and have created a
number of pieces that have garnered critical acclaim. Premiering
in 2002, "Dead Orange Walk" is a multidisciplinary performance, "\~)
which takes as its subject the life and work of Mexican painter
Frida Kahlo. They take a close, intimate look at her exotic world, ,» 9,

using puppetry, dance and video installations. Well-known Aus-
tralian-born puppeteer Neville Tranter aided in the direction of *
this production.

www.geocities.com/quadepaiva quadesolo.htrn

photo: P Struijk
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WALKING NAKED:
The story ot Mahadeviakka told through [lance and puppetry

BY MATTHEW COHEN, PH.D., AND ROLANDE DUPREY
Based on interviews with Gita Kolanad and Phillip Zarilli in 2003 and in 2005

Walking Naked is a piece of story-theatre with puppets and Kolanad enrolled in Kalakshetra to study Bharatanatyam .

dance, based upon the life and poetry of the saint-poet Bharatanatyam is a new interpretation of traditional temple

Mahadeviakka. It was devised by Indian-Canadian dancer dance that in the past was performed exclusively by heredi-

Gitanjali Kolanad and American director and actor trainer tary sacred dancers or devadasis.

Phillip Zarrilli, drawing extensively upon a number of South
Asian performance practices, principally Bharatanatyam, as
well as experimental theatre techniques. The music and re-
corded vocals are by Babu Parameshwaran, a Madras com- In 1989, Kolanad moved to S ingapore with her (second) hus-

poser, now living in Los Angeles. band, a German radio journalist. Living in Singapore, which
is 2.5 hours from Madras by plane, allowed her to spend all

This solo piece has been performed all over the world- her holidays in India. She choreographed large-scale work

from Asia (Korea, Singapore, India) to the U.K; to the U.S. for the Singapore Indian Fine Arts Society, a school for the

and Canada. arts (founded 1949), and studied with the school's Sinhalese
teacher of Bharatanatyam, Shanta Ponnudurai. (By chance.

Beginnings both Kolanad and Shanta Ponnudurai now live in Toronto

The beginnings of Walking Naked can be traced to a chance and continue to collaborate.)
encounter by Philip Zarrilli, who was then a professor at the
University of Wisconsin-Madison, and Gitanjali Kolanad, a During the 199(}s, she occasionally performed classical pro-

professional dancer then living in Singapore, at a Theatre in grams. but increasingly focused on her own choreography

Education conference in Brisbane, Australia. and dance-theatre.

Kolanad is a dancer, choreographer and director, as well as Her new pieces during this period included an adaptation of

the author of a travel guide. Culture Shock.'.· India (1'i print- Bertolt Brecht's The Seven Deadlv Sins for three dancers, one

ing 1994). She was born in India (in Kerala), and moved to actor, dummy horse dancing and video that she adapted, cho-

Canada as a child, where she studied piano, ballet and mod- reographed and directed. This piece, commissioned by the

ern dance. Max Muller Institute in Madras, used both Bharatanatyam
and film dance vocabulary and was considered quite radical

In 1970, when Kolanad was 16, she ran away from home. by established standards of Bharatanatyarn.

When 1 left home my parents realized that the situation was She also collaborated with a Singapore-based American video

very desperate and they said. "Fine you don't have to go to and performance artist, Ray Langenbach. They created new
dance. theatre and installation work dealing with censorship.

high school. How about going and spending a year in In-
the construction of gender and homosexuality.

diai" And that was more tempting. 1 had a couple of months

of living on the streets in Toronto and it was starting to be In 1998. she returned to Canada with her husband, settled in
winter so 1 thought. 'Oh, well that sounds like a way 10 Toronto and embarked on a series of collaborations with a

save face." You know, 1 didn't have to come back home. So Canadian violinist.

off I went to India.
Kolanad met Zarrilli shortly before her return to Canada, at
an international theatre educators conference in Brisbane.
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consin to develop new artistic work. This supported expenses
for production and travel for what eventually became Walk-
ing Naked.

sion and decided that they could actually work togethen The
Zarrilli traveled to Singapore to do some exploratory discus-

collaboration continued, spanning three continents. Kolanad
traveled to Madison to work with Zarrilli at his home univer-
sity and then later went to Wales to continue the process.
(Zarrilli had since moved to the U.K. and was a professor at

A the University of Surrey.) Final rehearsals were in Madras.

It was Kolanad's idea to create a piece dealing with the life
and poetry of the 12. c. Karnataka poet-saint Mahadeviyakka.

Mahadevi, whose short poems or vacanas in Kannada free
verse, are exquisite jewels of oral tradition. Vacanas literally
means "saying, things done." These sayings were only writ-
ten down posthumously. Some 200 years after her death, a
biography of sorts was compiled. This biography, known as
the Sunyasampadane, isa hagiographic text that collates the
sayings and poetry attributed to Mahadevi with a telling of
the story of Mahadevi's life.

"Sometimes referred to simply as Akka (which means olderphoto: P Bregg
sister"), the poet was said to have run away from her arranged

Dancer Gitanjali Kolanad marriage in order to remain a devotee of Siva, whom she called
Cenna Mallikarjuna. She was discovered "walking naked"
by a community of Siva devotees, who questioned her com-
mitment. When asked by Allama, the saint, why she was na-

Australia around 1992 or 1993 . Kolanad knew Zarrilli prin - ked, she replied enigmatically, "unless the fruit inside is r\pe/

cipally as a scholar, from his first book on the South Indian the outer peel won't lose its shine" (from the A.K. Ramanujan
translation).theatrical tradition of Kathakali , The Kathakali Complex

(1990). Both Kolanad and Zarrilli had also trained in the
For bhakti devotees of Siva, like Mahadevi, "Siva is perpetu-Kerala martial art of kalaripayattu, which is the pre-expres-

sive basis of Kathakali as well as a rigorous and precise dis- ally immanent in the individual as the soul of the soul, but yet
is other than souls in his transcendence." Mahadevi's questcipline in its own right. Kolanad had studied kalari while liv-

ing in Delhi, and Zarrilli had been studying and writing about to fully know Siva thus simultaneously (and rather paradoxi-
cally) involves self-knowledge and self-transcendence.kalari since the 1970s.

What Kolanad appeared not to know about Zarrilli was that Kolanad had been thinking about doing a piece based upon
Mahadevi's poetry and life for many years, since reading thein addition to being a theatre scholar, he is also a theatre prac- poems collected by Ran»~anujan in Speaking of Siva .titioner and actor trainer. Much of his work is based on psy-

chophysical acting techniques, a hybrid of tai chi,
She's so incredible, such a romantic personality. She diedkalaripayattu and other Asian expressive and pre-expressive

traditions, with his own devices and Western theatre heritage. very young. She was this woman in a male-dominated
world. I imagine her to be something of a superstar [...1 to

Zarrilli and Kolanad spoke tentatively at the Australia con- have that kind of almost rock superstar personality.
ference about the idea of collaborating. Subsequently , Zarrilli
obtained a Creative Artist Award from the University of Wis- 17



Kolanad had been interested in creating a piece about There were four performing objects present in the piece, three
Mahadevi for years but had been unable "to find the right puppets and one spear.
way" to perform it. A simple use of abhinaya, the highly codi-
fled symbolic language of expression of Bharatanatyam, The spear dance was in response to a very specific argument
would make it "banal." Akka Mahadevi had with Allama, a leader of the Virasaiva

community. The poem speaks of one-pointedness "The guru
1 wasn't finding the way to work with it until I met Phillip gave a spear called linga into the hands of one fully concen-

and then Phillip created this beautiful structure, all the pim trated." She becomes one-pointed, as a spear. after the argu-
ment with Allama.

pets, the images of disillusion. I don't have to pretend any-

thing really. The puppeth are Mahadevi and I'm just there The question was, "How do affect a state of consciousness
letting them show what's happening to them. 1-] Every- where you are one-pointed?" The text itself was extremely
thing theatrical about this performance is Phillip's. war-like:

The text she used was an as-yet-unpublished manuscript trans- 1 fight, I win
lation by Judith Kroll of the Sunyasampadane. Kroll was a

A man called Kaina (desire)
good friend who lived in Delhi at the same time that Kolanad

Krcidha (anger) and otherswas living there. Kolanad presented the materials she had
collected from Kroll and others to Zarrilli. Zarrilli stated: Were defeated and ran away

Since the spear was very deep inside me and vanished.

I found the material quite interesting. 1...1 It's a pretty re-
They decided upon using a literal spear. Gita begins the se-markable story of this figure. She's a pretty radical figure
quence by balancing it on her head, (there are many folk tra-

of the 12~ century-the way she makes all the choices that
ditions of balancing things on your head such as Teyyam,

she makes. 1...lin my reading of the materials, clearly this Kavadi). Soon the spear it self becomes a partner in the dance.
was revolving around the body and dematerialization of moving with and by Gita as she twirls around the floor, play-
the body in some way. So how could we work with this fully rolling it around her body.
with Gita's dance?

Each of the three puppets used had "points of departure" (PZ)
Zarrilli and Kolanad made the choice to present the text in from Asian traditions of performance, though no real attempt
English, "because people who go to dance performances. even was m ade to copy something. They were used to represent
in Madras, speak English [...] and Gita wanted the challenge ideas of dematerialization, a theme also present in the texts.
of working with text." There was a lot of time in developing
the score, the script, sitting at the computer, getting up, trying The first puppet presented in the 50-minute piece is a small

some choreography. semi-devising. Kolanad was thinking rod puppet whose body is made of ice. and melts over the
choreographically around certain images and a set of perform- course of the show.
ing objects. "We thought it was important that [Mahadevi]
become manifest through the performance," said Zarrilli. "If In order to develop the movement criteria for the second pup-
Gita was just paying attention totechniqueandchoreogra- pet (outof cloth ), GK went to Japanwhileworkingon Walk-
phy, the figure could become very secondary to the choreog - iNK Naked and watched a lot of bunraku . " I tried to get the
raphy and here we were trying to keep some balance." feeling [with the cloth puppetl where the other person is on

stage but it is the puppet who is really alive which is what
The Puppetry: you have in bunraku. You see the puppeteer the whole time
It was Zarrilli's idea to use puppets. but you have the sense that they're not important, that they've

infused every bit of their life into the puppet. 1 tried to get
The world-view in her poetry is so much about transforma- that same sense of putting everything into the puppet."
tion. After discussion on how to represent this, we decided
upon using puppets. Each of the three puppets represent a Eventually. she succeeded: "The cloth puppet would take
different poetic phase ofherlife. We were doing a kind oflife over, 1 would feel as though 1 disappeared and the puppet
story, so we selected key poems as aspects of her biography. would come to life: with the other puppets, it was more about

1**510 .
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In coaching Gita Kolanad for the work with puppets, Zarilli asked Kolanad
to extend her energy into the objects. As in weapons work (in Kalari), the
weapon is used to extend the energy of the warrior. Kolanad has had some
Kalari training, though no weapons work. This particular aspect took a
while for her to incorporate into the performance. "It's not the movement

focused, which is what kalarippayattu teaches you..."
but the quality of the movement, which comes from being centered and

Performing with puppets requires the performer to sublimate his/her ego
in order that the puppet may be fully realized as a character.

The brass puppet 1 needed to invest everything in. It was very top-

heavy, being balanced on my shoulders, it was about the shift of weight.
I had to let the movements happen without losing control.

If she moved too far in one direction it would topple, so she had to play
a double balancing act: the puppet as well as getting as much movement
out of it as possible within the limited range.

The puppets, therefore, were challenges on numerous levels. Kolanad
found the ice puppet to be very restrictive, but the others were more
accessible, since they were connected directly to her body: " They take

me making them come alive..." The cloth pup- on a life of their own. The nature of each puppet demands a certain kind
pet, operated directly from behind, has texts of movement."pulled out of the chakras of the body.

The third and last puppet presented in the piece The "South Asianess" of Walking Nakedis covered exquisitely with paper that is set on Mahadevi herself wrestled with the problem of the communication of
fire, revealing a brass skeleton. Kolanad then rendering her own sense of Shiva. This sense was "the Experience" orcrawls into it, balancing it on her shoulders as auubhara, "an unmediated, immediate, and unpredictable experience."
she dances. This shape was specifically influ-
enced by Teyyam, which was important choreo- Thorn Brooks, in a recent article on Mahadevi comments that "Certain
graphically for Kolanad as a point of inspiration. kinds of knowledge may only be transferred via experience. with knowl-

edge of Siva's divine presence being but one example of this. In this light,
It wasn't necessary for me to go back and incorpo- Mahadevi chooses well in using vacanas in the effort to share with us the
rate any exact traditional art. It wouldn't be right. object of her experience. Through the use of prose she may employ vari-
I could use them as a subliminal memory. ous metaphors and perspectives to make her point. Indeed, poetry uniquely

gives her the opportunity to attempt to cross the impossibility of sharing
The poetry spoke of "The God of desire burnt to knowledge she has gained via her subjective experiences with those who
ash" ...For some Indian women, in a feminist have not had the same experiences."
reading. it could be the story of molestation. In-
dian audiences questioned this part - How could Walking Naked reinforces this experiential knowledge through theatre ' s
it be beautiful? But for Akka Mahadevi, it was unique capacity to engage spectators in a variety of semiotic channels.
about the transformative experience - not a mo- The puppet made of ice that melts continuously throughout the play, the
lestation, but a positive change. cloth puppet, the spear, and the puppet set on fire are all powerful signs

that are universally recognized. But, there are certain other signs within
the piece that are specific to India and Indian belief systems.

*f
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Someone who doesn't know South Asia won't see some of
the subtleties in the piece" says Zarilli:

Rolande Duprey is afreqttent contributor to PI. She has

... including the chakras that are part of the wire puppet her MFA in puppetry from UConn.

design, or the Kanada text that is pulled out. The triangle
Dr. Matthew Cohen is Lecturer in the Department of The-

design that is marked on the floor surrounding the petfor-
atre, Film and Television Studies at the University of

mance area is a tantric design-the vagina of the world. Glasgow, UK
All the imagery has a unity to it in the Shaivite Siva-Shakti

realm. All of that's there and it's available if anyone knows

it . A lot of people in the West will just look at it and it will The complete article, which includes much more of

just be maybe, maybe an interesting design and interesting Kolanad 's personal journey in the world of Indian

objects . Hopefully, though , they ' ll get something from the Classical Dance, can be found at our website.

text and the dance that suggests some of the elements that
www.unima-usa.org

have more resonance to people with more knowledge.

~UPPETRY NTERNATIONAL
MAGAZINE

i. r Welcomes Submissions

Themes for upcoming issues include:

Designing places puppets play40"TilliM 1
es=11

In search of the world's
smallest puppet show

+ e-mailproposals for consideration to the Editor:
ap3001@worldpath.net

PUPPETS: THE POWER OF WONDER
Rated by The Atlanta Journal-Constitution as "one of the top five exhibits in
Georgia," and MSN.com as one of the top 10 children's museums in the U.S.,
PUPPETS: THE POWER OF WONDER\s a hands- on museum displaying more
than 350 puppets from various time periods and countries around the world.
All provide an exploration of puppetry as an international, ancient and
popular art form.

www.puppet.org/inuseum/permanent.shtml
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COMPAGNIE
PHILIPPE

Philippe Genty's large
works have always inte-
grated dance with pup-
petry, psychological 44%
probing and visual
splendor. It' s no won-
der- Philippe's wife and creative partner, Mary Underwood, is a former dancer with the Ballet
Russes de Monte Carlo. While Philippe has a unique "voice"- creating drearnlike landscapes
and surprising visual metaphors- Mary has certainly expanded his vocabulary of movement.
Their work together also benefits from generous funding from the French Ministry of Culture,
affording them months, even years to complete a show. This is not a privilege they take lightly:
their shows are complex, visually stunning, generally without spoken text and performed with
virtuosic skill. One of the great companies of the late 20111 Century.

www.philippegenty.com

$14.95 percopy
2 ~ The Language of the Puppet (includes shipping in U.S.)

C»

e! This landmark book brings together 19 top puppetry /, .~~
' performers, artists and scholars from three conti-

nents, and is full of beauti ful pictures.

Available from UNIMA-USA:
1404 Spring St. NW, Atlanta, GA 30309 <unima@puppet.org>

You can now purchase UNIMA publications online with
credit/debit card and electronic checks.
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PUPPET LANGUAGE, HUMAN BODY:
lar and dramatic : YaguraThe Imitation of Puppets Oshichi, Hidagawa

in Classical Buyo Dance ( The Hidaka River), and
Yaegakihime ( Princess

LAURENCE R. KOMINZ .-'. ./
 I

Yaegaki). Gidayu music
and texts closely

-.. adapted from bunrakti
Buyo is the classical dance of Japan s ./ , accompany all three
kabuki theatre. Its origins are remarkably pieces and all three fea-
diverse, including folkdance, the soletrin ture a heroine who must
dance of the 110 theatre , the erotic and deal with being thwarted
burlesque dances of early kabitki, mar- U iii her desperate attempt
tial arts traditions, farcical dances from to join her lover. The
the k-yogen, and the stylized movements choreography for all
of puppets. Today. buyo is performed not three calls for three
only by the all-male actors of the kabuki dancers to play puppe-
stage. but also by thousands of profes- teers, but with modifica-
sional teachers and more than a million ,tions to the lead dancers
amateur students. Off the kabuki stage X. choreography fewer,
most bitvo dancers and teachers of dance *. „

"puppeteers, or none at
are women. all may be used.

Nowhere is the affinity between
puppet and human performer more ap- The choreography

of btinrakit ningyo-buri
parent than in n in q vo-buri dances. :** entails numerous fea-
Ningyo-buri is a relatively recent devel - 0 tures not found in any
opment, dating only to the mid- 19th cen- other type of bin'o. One
tury. 8(}to 1 00 years after the emergence 416 „ + of the biggest challenges
of the dance drama (shoshagoto) as a Yaoya Oshichi (1666-1683), upon whom the play Yagura Oshichi was the dancer faces is to
form that actors could use to attain the
pinnacle of fame and fortune. Actors and based, seen here on a woodblock print and (opposite) as puppet. keep her face, and par-

ticularly her eyes, ex-
the choreographers competed to present pressionless. The dancer
ever more splendid and dramatic dances. In the early 19'h cen- should fix her gaze ahead, try not to blink, and not allow her
tury they turned to no and kvogen for exciting conflicts and eyeballs to move. The head should be thrust forward slightly,
interesting characters , but most popular were henge mono or and arm movements should not originate at the shoulder. as
spirit transformation pieces in which individual dancers is characteristic of burn. but from the elbows. Fingers must
change character nuinerous times using exciting quick changes be held tightly together and only bent at one joint. Because
of costume. Ning-vo-buri provided the audience with yet an- binirak[{'s female puppets have no feet , the dancer ' s feet are
other form of virtuoso dance and spectacular effects. pinned to the inside of her kimono, so as to remain invisible

to the audience.
Dancers in ningyo-buri pieces imitate almost every sort

of puppet or doll. In K.vo Ning.vo (The Kyoto Doll) a static Spectacle is one of the major attractions in the ning>'o -
doll comes to life , iii Salija Matsure (The Three Shrine Festi - buri dancer. The first thing that amazes the spectator in the
val ) the dancer plays a mechanical puppet (karc,kuri ningy« 1,unrikit and marionette n ingyo-burl dancer is the remark -
hom a festival carriage, and the often performed Avatsuri able unison in timing that -puppeteer" and "puppet" are able
Sambaso ( Marionette Sambaso ) features the imitation of to achieve without looking at each other. They manage this
bunrakil puppets . Some dances have both standard and by following drum cues and kakegoe ( the musicians ' rhyth-ning> c,-buri choreography, others are performed today only „

mic shouts). The 'puppeteer establishes the identity of the
in puppet style. Three dances stand out as particularly popu- lead dancer as a puppet by manipulating first the arms, then

the head. then the whole body of the puppet, in moves so
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reminiscent of bunraku puppets and marionettes that the au - In her desperation , Oshichi resolves to sacrifice her own life
dience is amazed. For "marionettes," the strings connecting to save the man she loves. Oshichi's desperation, hysteria,
arms and head to the "puppeteer" are imaginary and unison and resolve are dramatically expressed in the lines of the joruri
is achieved by timing movements to drum cues. The "puppe- text, by the chanter's voice, and in the dancer's movements.
teer" raises the "marionette's" body for the first time by actu- As in many forms of dance, the audience sees parts of the
ally lifting it, them leaves the lead legs high when she walks dance as expressive of meaning, expressive of emotion. or
and stamps "on air." She cannot simply stop moving, but has purely decorative or acrobatic, or sometimes as fusions of
to sway slowly to a halt, as if suspended by strings. meaning, emotion, and aesthetic pleasure. One of the best

moments in Yagura Oshichi follows :
Bunraku "puppet" arms can either be manipulated physi -

cally or moved by imaginary rods. The main "puppeteer" is The dance approaches its climax. The chanter sings, "But
usually in contact with the small of the "puppet's" back and I' m more than ready to burn to death for the man I love. lt's
often lifts and carries the "puppet," usually with the aid of a nothing to me. Turn me to cinders! Turn me to ash!" Andsecond "puppeteer." The "foot manipulator" (and for "mari-

with the strength of purpose that is a woman's heart, sheonettes," the lone "puppeteer") stands to the side, stage right,
and stamps rhythmically for the "puppet," whose walking and tightens her sash and pulls up her hem. The blizzard ac-

stamping is always silent. in bunraku ningyo-buri the lead companies the transgressor. (Long instrumental interlude.)
dancer's walk and gestures while "speaking" have to convey "The snow has hardened to ice, and she slips and falls."
her puppet nature . The cooperation between bunraku "pup-
peteers" and lead dancer is impressive. She must dance with The "puppeteers" remove Oshichi's upper outer garment
two people in almost constant physical contact and still ap- and loosen her hair, letting it fall free. They treat her more
pear graceful. At points in the choreography, she must actu- roughly than they would the usual dancer in a costume change.
ally become a puppet, allowing her "puppeteers" to physi- Oshichi throws her head forward in a wild gesture, culminat-
cally manipulate her hands and arms or to carry her about. ing in a dramatic pose. She does an energetic, rhythmic kneel-
Then at precisely the right moment, she must reassume 1-no- ing walk backward. This is accompanied by the "foot man's"
tor control. perhaps using her former manipulators as human stamps and loud wooden clappers. She begins to climb the
pedestals. The most spectacular moves occur at emotional tower, but part way up she falls offit, backwards, and is caught
high points in the dance , when the "puppeteers" lift or carry by two "puppeteers" in a move so apparently dangerous that
the dancer to create poses that closely resemble bunraku and the audience gasps. She is carried in a prone position down-
are unique to ningyo-buri. These lifts and carries are not used stage right and is deposited there. She again proceeds to the
in other choreography for women characters, and are used fire tower.
only in the most dramatic ballet choreography

The effect of thefor males.
lifts, carries, and the
spectacular fall, as wellWhat does ningyo-buri provide that other
as the numerous sec-choreography cannot other than spectacle and
tions where the "puppe-remarkable virtuoso dancing? The best bunraku
teers" aid the leadningyo-buri pieces express female devotion, des-
dancer or actually con-peration, and hysteria in a manner more chilling
trol her movements,and more graphic than would be possible with
demonstrate thatconventional buyo choreography. Yagura Vit ./. Oshichi's rational will isOshichi is an excellent example. It is midnight
no longer in control ofin Edo, a blizzard is raging and Oshichi. a teen- her body  That she triesage girl, is in a desperate situation. If she cannot
to fly like a bird, andget to her lover tonight and give him an heir-
rises some distance offloom sword she has managed to recover, he will
the ground, shows thatbe forced to commit suicide. The gates at the
she is not her usual self.neighborhood borders have closed for the night
She is in the power ofand no desperate pleading will convince the
subconscious forces be-guards to open them. They will open only in the

event of fire to let the fire brigades through. But yond her control.

the penalty for a false alarm is death by burning.
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How does the buyo the emotions of the characters they
version compare with the dance and they enjoy the physical
bunraku scene it is based creation of beautiful forms, both mi-
on? The text and music are metic and rhythmic/decorative.
virtually identical . In both Ningyo-buri requires the occasional
versions the spectacle con- surrender of physical control to ma-
sists of Oshichi becoming nipulators-at these moments the
hysterical. Her movements # performer is a puppet. an "object"

whose movement and voice are gen-become progressively
more wild and exagger- erated by others. The transformation
ated. Oshichi's transforma- of human to puppet is easily under-
tion in the buyo version is stood by the audience as a metaphor
somewhat more dramatic for the loss of rational control that
because the /ling-vo-buri accompanies hysteria or insanity.
dance is framed by two Even more than in most bin·o dances,
sections of dialogue and the dancer must become an "egoless
conventional choreogra- part of a perfectly designed form. She
phy. This enhances the must imagine what Oshichi is feel-
metaphor: ",ting-vo-buri ing. but not show it on her face be-
staging equals loss of con- cause she is a puppet. She must, on
trol ." In bunraku, Oshichi cue , give her body to her teacher to
must of course remain a manipulate as he sees fit. She must
puppet before and after the 1 11 do a graceful, but terrifying, back
climactic fire tower scene. dive from the tower, trusting unseen
The physical spectacle is 'Ilil 49*/a'**Sig hands to catch her. despite only three
greater in the dance be- Dancer Bando Tamasaburo . In the first act of the practices of the move. Ningyo- buri
cause of the perceived di f- turns bin'o into an exercise in team-

Kabuki play Kagamijishi, a young palace maid dances
ficulty und danger that the work and trust. a surrendering of the

with a lion mask as part of the New Year 's festivities . ego that only bunraku could inspire ,human dancer must con-
front. The bunraku audi- She becomes possessed by the mask as she dances and rewards the audience with some
ence, even if it weeps for (seen below as a doll).of the
the characters it sees, 1-liost ex-
knows that puppets are puppets. The puppet theatre pre- citing and evocative dances to be
sents a bit of mechanical spectacle that cannot be dupli- seen on the Japanese stage.
cated in dance. The tower is rigged so that one puppeteer
can go inside it and remain invisible while single - Laurence R. Komin.. Ph. D.
handedly manipulating the Oshichi puppet up the lad- ( Colitilibia Univer, ity ) Japanese
der. In the dance . the disappearance of a "puppeteer" is Language, Literature, and Drania.
no great feat , rather it signals a change in personality for Professor Komin: Ilits his Pit.[1 in 4Oshichi . On her second climb up the ladder Oshichi is Japanese literature .
without manipulators. She has accepted what she must
do . The "puppeteers " now leave the stage . Now that she This is part of» a longer essay k
has chosen death. Oshichi can coolly calculate how to front The Language of the 8 u
save her lover. Puppet , edited by the author

and Mark Levenson. A wonder-
Meaning and emotion in buyo are created in the fit/ collection of writings by 492:

relationship between choreography, music and text. some of puppetry k top writers f v.4
Dances are meant to tell a story, and to also be visually andpractitioners, the book is
and musically pleasurable to audiences . Dancers are con - available through UNIMA-
scious oftelling astory whentheydance . They imagine USA (sec ad, page 21 ).
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VANCOUVER MOVING THEATRE

Our company, Vancouver Moving Theatre,
has incorporated shadow theatre and
shadow puppetry into several productions
including: The Good Person Of Set:uan by
Bertolt Brecht (open air production with
text, live music, shadow puppets and fire
dancing ) Tales from the Ramayana ( Bharata
Natyam dance. storytelling, shadow puppets
and live music) in the Heart ofa City: The
Downtown Eastside Community P/av
(featuring a cast of 80 community actors
and musicians).

Savannah Walling
Artistic Director
Vancouver Moving Theatre

Mandala Arts and Culture and Vancouver Moving Theatre
in partnership with the Roundhouse Community Centre present

7,le.1 »em the
f.1 Since graduating in anthropology from Stanford1*11'fy,nj University (USA). Savannah Walling has

worked as a playwright, director, choreographer,
musician, dancer. and educator, touring four
continents. She collaborates with artists of
many genres, techniques and traditions to create
accessible interdisciplinary theatre influenced
by Vancouver's Pacific Rim culture. As artistic

'fvqldllljlb- director of Vancouver Moving Theatre . she has
r ,-9./C-J created or co-directed over 4() productions since

9 I - 1983. Currently, she is working on The Shad-
.\ ows Project featuring images, puppets,

storytelling and music- a play for the whole~ L -'*c --
family about addiction (Fall 2006).

.
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"UBER DAS *ARIONETTENTHEATER" 5 1Za, -4 ,-1~

PaRTly Genius, Wholly KleisT
1 b turirb i Kia it -

By HANNE TIERNEY

For the last two hundred years, dancers and puppeteers have sciousness. But, in the marionette, the puppeteer can activate
read and interpreted Heinrich von Kleist's essay, "Uber das the soul of the puppet, its center of gravity.
Marionettentheater," quite differently: the former as valuable
advice and the latter as an affirmation of their art. For pup- "Each movement," he said, "has a center of gravity, and it is enough

petry, the essay is an essential part of a meager canon, but for to activate this from inside the figure. The limbs, which are noth-

dance, von Kleist's thoughts on the nature of movement have ing but dead pendulums, will, in a mechanical way, follow on

· been of great importance. Isadora Duncan comes to mind as their own. This movement is really quite simple," he continued.

a dancer who took the essay seriously. Comparing the move- "Each time the center of gravity is moved in a straight line, the

ments of a dancer with those of a marionette gave von Kleist limbs start to describe a curve, and often, when simply shaken in
the means to air his criticism of the stiff and formal dances an arbitrary manner, the whole figure assumes a kind of rhythmic
being performed at the time. It also gave him the perfect meta- movement that is identical to dance.
phor for his musings on consciousness, self-consciousness
and innocence, favorite subjects for poets of the Romantic. Shaking a marionette in an arbitrary manner, albeit

The essay, now not often read by anyone but scholars, through its center of gravity, is not something a puppeteer
from the time of its publication served as a bible for every usually does, on the contrary, it's the fine art of gesture, care-
aspiring dancer, and from a passing reference in the memoirs fully planned and executed, that is perfected in the perfor-
of Nijinsky's sister, the choreographer Bronislava Nijinska, mance of marionettes. Throughout the essay, von Kleist's in-
it was required reading in every dance academy. Far from terest in the marionette never goes beyond its metaphysical
imitating what is thought to be the stilted movement of pup- uses, whereas dance interests him in a very practical way.
pets, as in Petrushka for example, or in Meyerhold's biome-

"Take forexample the dancer P.", he continued. "When she danceschanics, it was hoped the essay would urge dancers to try and
approach the unselfconscious gracefulness of the movements Daphne and is pei-sued by Apollo, she looks back at him and her

of the marionettes in von Kleist's essay. soul is located in the vertebrae of' the small of her back; she bends

He begins the essay by describing a meeting and con- as if she were about to break. And look at the young dancer R

versation he has with a well-known dancer. When he dances Paris and stands among the three goddesses and

hands the apple to Venus, his soul ix located precisely in his el-
I had noticed him on several occasions at a marionette theater in

bow, and it is a frightful thing to behoId.
the local market place, which entertained the townspeople with

short dramatic burlesques, interspersed with song and dance. I The essay very much belongs to its time. Born in 1777,
told him how surprised I had been to see him at these perfor- the playwright Heinrich von Kleist grew up with the excite-
mances, but he assured me that the marionettes were a source of ment of the recently discovered supremacy of reason, taught

great pleasure to him, and that a dancer who wished to improve by enlightment thinkers and philosophers. In 1801, the year
he gives for his meeting with the dancer (although the essay

himself could learn a great deal from observing them.
was not written until 1810),von Kleist's intellectual equilib-

The protagonist argues that self-consciousness takes rium received a severe shock when he read the work of
away innocence, and it is through innocence and lack of Emmanuel Kant. Kant's assertion that man. unable to know
awareness that purity and beauty in movement can be the true nature ofthings even with the power ofreason, is left
achieved. It follows that a dancer can never equal the grace- to rely only on appearances in the world, forced von Kleist to
ful movement of the mechanical figure, a being without con- reevaluate his worldview.

26
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He took on the task of giving unselfconscious passion and feeling their
due, again, to regard them as significant elements in the actions of human
beings. His subsequent writings certainly bear this out. In his plays the main
characters follow their passions and inevitably end up in conflict with the
demands of reason. It's quite interesting to read von Kleist's implied criti-
cism of dance in the essay as his own criticism of pure reason. Dance here
represents reason- form carefully arranged into more form- whereas the
marionette stands for the power of feeling. By activating its center of
gravity, its soul, everything about it becomes unplanned, graceful and rhyth-
mic movement.

4 Perhaps von Kleist began to equate reason with a kind of intellectual
affectation, an artificial construct of the mind for which feelings and pas-
sions, these expressions of the soul, have no need, and of which a puppet is
completely ignorant.

"In addition" he went on, "these puppets possess the virtue of being immune to the

force of gravity. They know nothing of the inertia of matter- that quality which

above all is diametrically opposed to the dance- because the force that lifts them

into the air is greater than the one that binds them to the earth. We dancers, he said,

need the ground to rest upon, and recover from the exertion of the dance: a moment

that is certainly no kind of dance in itself, and with which nothing can be done,

except to make it disappear."
Mo

As an example of the dangers of self-consciousness the dancer in the
essay then tells of a youth, who unknowingly imitated the charming pose of
a famous statue. After being made aware of the resemblance, he could no

1 over the next few years the poor youth wasted away his strength and his life
longer reproduce it. Self-consciousness had taken away his innocence, and

in an unsuccessful effort to replicate the pose. And after this sad moral les-
son, von Kleist ends the essay with the ultimate compliment of equating
puppets with god.

"And now, my excellent friend, you can understand what I am saying. As self-

absorption becomes stronger in us, self-consciousness takes over, and natural grace

disappears. Therefore, grace only appears at its purest in those two forms that have

no consciousness at all, the mechanical puppet, and the form that has infinite con-

sciousness, the god. That means," I said, " that we would have to eat from the tree of

knowledge again, in order to find our true innocence. Most certainly," he smiled,

" and that is the last chapter in the history of the world." •

27J
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1 cross a dim but vast stage, costumed as a young girl, and tiple dancers moved together to become earnivorous plants,
disappear behind a giant opaque curtain. Suddenly, I reap- bending and contorting their bodies into masses that appeared
pear as a shadow on the screen. 1 am surrounded by sprawl- to be one plant or a field of grass. They stood close to the
ing plants with thorns and tangled branches. They close in light and their shadow legs became enormous trees that shoved
on me as I shrink. Their shadows reconfigure into chair-like the young girl all over the stage. The dancers were definitely
plants, oddly beautiful. I sit on one innocently and it tickles puppets. But, they were also puppeteers-manipulating light.
me, taunts me, and then gobbles me up. It spits me out and I dimension, and space.
rush to another plant, and climb inside. It energetically hashes Dancers can be excellent puppeteers. The extension of
my head side to side and then shoves me out. 1 search the the body as delivered through an object comes naturally to
garden until I find a mountain to climb. The mountain grows many. The skill of making that object come to life is compat-
to be twenty feet high as I ascend it. When I reach the top, ible with bringing a shape or line to life using movement.
the mountain throws me in the air and then suddenly pulls A few years ago. the Mathmos company donated six of
me inside. I disappear. their light-emitting "bubbles" to Snappy. These soft silicone

The Evi/ Garden is a shadow puppet show made for balls , when squeezed . glow blue or green . When they arrived
dancers. It was created by Snappy Dance Theater, as part of in the studio. we turned out the lights and played. We ex-
a full-evening work inspired by the illustrations of Edward plored how they lit our bodies, how they became charac ters
Gorey. We, as dancers, became the shadow puppets and the through movement, how several of them made an entire crea-
main shadow character. Dancers were costumed in flexible ture or shape or face if we all worked together. We played
foam thorns to conceal the humanness of their bodies. Mul- with how our bodies and movement affected the tone and
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character of the bubbles. In the performance, we became 79-.-

invisible puppeteers (complete with puppeteer blacks), ma-
 

a: /Fill AD DERDLInES
nipulating the bubbles into glowing characters, geometric fear no puppet

shapes, and small insects. We made these characters and
shapes using dance. We climbed on each other's shoulders to FOR SPRInG-
make a creature larger than life: we bounced and wiggied 1 .s. ,- ,, -4-. 0:« JAn 15,2006
close to the floor with the bubbles tied to our knees and neck i .iLL,» \' 3
for a tiny animal, we created a chorus line of bubbles, com- 11: B, i FOR FALL-plete with the can-can. Again, the dancers were puppets and li #i,

puppeteers. We danced a puppet show. Juiy 15,2006
If you want to blur the lines even more , take Pmus . 1

perform this duet for two pairs of legs where I play both pairs
of legs-an adult's (complete with black heels) and a child's. flil fID SUBmISSIOns OR InQUIRIES 60 TO:
My legs play one pair; my arms, the other. As the piece un- REAY RAPLAn
folds. the audience sees an unruly student taking a dance les- 3838 HunTInG RIDGE Roni)son from a firm but kind teacher. The audience gets so
wrapped up in the story of the two characters that they forget biBURn, 68 30047
that there are no torsos or heads seen at all. When dane-
ers see the piece, the first thing they always ask REAYPUPPET@YAHOO.COm
is "How did you make the legs so
alive?" When puppeteers see it,
they ask ~~ ~

 (1 91 10, /
"How do you

bend over that far?" -41
see only a story of learning to dance. I have a feeling they
don't care whether it is dance or puppetry-they only experi-

• ence effective, moving theatre. As a performer, I find it par-
ticularly rewarding to work in this area between two forms.

I joined Snappy in the fall of 1999. I am a puppeteer.
But, I am also a dancer and actor (like most puppeteers, I
have lots of theatrical interests). Sometimes, 1 am a pure dancer
making movement. Other times 1 am an actor in a story or

~ / situation. and when the right time emerges. I am a puppe-
teer-bringing objects and characters to life.

Snappy 1.)unce Theater, directed br Martha Mason, is a col-
1(111(}ralive compuln' based in Boston. Dancers. actors. aero-
bals, cheer/eaders, clowns, stlf/lt//1('/1, and puppeteers have
been shaping Snappy 's work since / 997. Visit their \\'el)site
for more information and 2005-2006 nation£11 touring dates.

www.snappydance.com
ts this puppetry? As a performer, it feels like puppetry

because I am showing astory between two characters at once . Bonnie Duncan , depending on the circumstance. can be
Is it dance ? It feels like dance because it is a story told through sitied as: a dancer: a puppeteer: an aerialist; an actress; a
movement choreographed to music . For the audience , they triathlete: a costume designer: ali artist/educator.
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NOTES ON
DANCEANDPUPPETRY

BY STEVE ABRAMS

Forty years ago, Puppets and puppeteers dance. Is a dancer a kind of puppet?
Burr Tillstrom The first year of Dance in America ( PBS -TV 1976 ) Martha
presented his Graham introduced her work called Frontier. If I remember
"hand ballet," correctly, she quoted a line of poetry, "1 took the puppet, which

b The Berlin 11/a/l, was myself, and threw it against the sky." A trained dancer
to a national tele- spends years in the studio molding and shaping their own
vision audience. body into an expressive tool. The dancer is then costumed
The context was down to the last detail so that fabric accents and enhances
a program of po- each movement. For dancer Loie Fuller and puppeteer Basil
litical satire Twist, exquisitely lighted, flowing fabric is a touchstone of
called That Was their creative work . Just seen at the Puppeteers of America
the Week that National Festival ( St Paul , 2()05 ) was a performance of Com-
Was, sort of The pany of Angels by In the Heart of the Beast. The second act
Daily Show of its opened with a powerful dream sequence. The artist. Char-
time. The three lotte Saloman, is portrayed by a masked performer who made
minute master- the audience feel the pain of depression by perfectly execut-
piece was ab- ing a series of  what appeared to be Martha Graham contrac-
stract but com- tions, an expres,sive pulling in and then releasing of the abdo-
pletely under- men that pulsates through the entire body.
standable. It was

Nijinsky as Petrouchka political but One of the greatest artists of the 20"' Century, Martha Gra-
deeply tender and ham was once asked how she decided to become a dancer:

personal. The beauty and precision of Burr's hand movements
offered a powerful narrative that was simultaneously dance I think I did not decide. 1 think it just happened. I had no
and puppetry. dance lessons as a child: I wasn't subjected to dance. My

mother's people came from a strong Puritan background
The worlds of dance and puppetry nourish each other in un-

where such levity was not encouraged. and I knew nothing
expected ways. Award winning puppeteers including Shari
Lewis, Nikki Tilroe, Bob Baker, Tony Urbatio, Carl Harms, about the theatre. Then one day we went to Atlantic City

Lea Wallace and Phillip Huber all have impressive back- for a holiday: 1 think I was about four...and there was a

grounds in dance . Phillip Huber (Being John Malkovich) re- Punch and Judy show. Well , that was the complete revela-
cently unveiled a new work: "The Contortionist." The golden, tion of the world. It meant there was another world: it meant
muscled marionette has the theatricality of a gymnast from there was a window onto something. I can remember sit-
Cirque du Soleil.The illusion of muscular tension is created

ting in a Victorian drawing room in the hotel, on one of
with a puppet that seems to be pushing his great physical

those green-they're always green-velvet poufs with mystrength to the limit and perhaps a little beyond. Another
such wonder is Albrecht Roser's famous flamenco dancing legs stuck straight out in front of me: it's almost a photo-

scarf marionette. Flamenco dance is about feet percussively graphic memory-and seeing Punch and Judy.
slaniming down on the floor, and physical passion . Albrecht ' s (Tlie Dance Makers by Elinor Rogosin )
gossamer trifle of a marionette somehow miraculously cap-
tures the energy and fire of the dance . Graham eventually choreographed Punch and the Judy 0 941 )

for Erick Hawkins, herself and Jean Erdman. Paul Taylor also
performed with the Graham company. Taylor played with
puppets as a boy. In 2()04 , Taylor choreographed Le Grand
Puppetierto Stravinsky's Petrouchka.
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The dancer Nijinsky created the part of Petrouchka. the puppet with a hu -
man heart, in the original 1911 Paris production by Diaghilev's Ballet Russes.
It was not Nijinsky's legendary classical technique that moved audiences
but rather his expressive and distinctly non-balletic puppet-like movements. THERE'S NOT ENOUGH
The puppeteer or "Charlatan" as he is called in Petrouchka was played by ART IN OUR SCHOOLS
the ballet master of the Imperial Russian Ballet, Enrico Cecchetti. Cecchetti
owned over 200 mai ionettes and used them to teach and work out details of
choreography (Puppetry Yearbook /938).

The cool, abstract choreography of modern dance innovator Alwin Nikolais NO WONDER
is the extreme opposite of narrative ballet, but Nikolais was also a puppe-

PEOPLE THINKteer. He ran a marionette company in Hartford, Connecticut before study-
ing dance . Nik ' s protdgd , Murray Lewis , created a dance work Guignol
(1977). Moses Pendelton founded both Pilobolus and Momix, modern dance
companies that were highly influenced by the Nikolais aesthetic. Pendelton MARTHA
choreographed Opus Cactits (2001) with huge puppets by Michael Curry as
a major feature.

Over the years, prominent dance critics (more than drama critics) have been GRAHAM
receptive to the overlapping nature of puppetry, dance, and theatre. John
Martin became the first professional dance critic in the USA in 1927. Be- IS A SNACK
fore he came to NY, Martin was active in Chicago's Little Theatre where he

CRACKER.met Hettie Louise Mick, who worked with puppeteer Tony Sarg. John Mar-
tin married Hettie Louise Mick and even made a few puppets for her, long
before he helped explain the revolutionary work of Martha Graham to read- s.)Barbara Mor An, from 'Martha Graham. Sixteen Dances In Photo r  a hi '

ers of the New York Times . Puppets and the Puppet Stage, Cyril Beaumont
(1938). was the first book with a world wide collection of puppet photo-
graphs. Beaumont is best known as a dance critic and scholar. He began his ~f
puppetry book by writing: "Future historians of the development of theatre
in the twentieth century will record at least two great influences of particu-
lar interest: the extraordinary popularity of ballet and the renaissance of
puppetry." Another dance critic, Walter Sorrell, wrote that his first theatre +
experience was seeing Richard Teschner's puppets in Vienna. His percep-
tive work. The Other Face: the Mask in the Arts ( 1973), includes an excel-
lent chapter on puppetry. Deborah Jowitt is considered the dean of Ameri-
can dance critics. Writing for the Village Voice since 1967, Jowitt has re-
viewed Bunraku, Indonesian shadows, Bread and Puppet. Julie Taymor,
Basil Twist and many others. She is one of a very few critics in New York to
write consistently und intelligently about puppetry .6,/

Dance and puppetry are intimately connected but not precisely the same.
Dance is the oldest and yet the most ephemeral of the arts. The only equip-
ment required is a body. Puppetry uses more equipment but it is nearly as
ephemeral. especially if no text is used. Dancers, puppets, puppeteers, and-
oh yes-actors. are vulnerable. A strained muscle. a cough, or even a donut
and coffee at the wrong time of day can completely alter a performance.
The exact moment that a dancer or a puppet soars or plunges. vanishes as it
happens. Perhapsitisthejoy of sharing that moment with an audience that -0.
is the deepest connection between d ance and puppetry

Steve Abrams ix a du,ice-tictined ptippeteer, and past pre»videm of
Puppeteers of America. He curremly does the Hoker Poker in Philadelphia . 41*

6*0 9't
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CODA: COMING FULL CIRCLE
AN EXCERPT FROM THE FINAL CHAPTER OF EILEEN BLUMENTHAL'S NEW BOOK*

Sometimes the game works in
reverse: Instead of puppets
pretending to be alive, live ac-
tors pretend to be puppets.
This peculiar role reversal has
corrie in various guises.

Live performers niay
cash in on certain puppet stars'
popularity by playing live ver-
sions of them. In Turkey, hu-
man actors have staged
Karagtiz skits, costumed to
ape the odd physiognomy and
anatomy of the shadow-
screen's KaragOz and his co-
horts. The Th~tre du Grand
Guigno1 , founded in Paris in
1897 by Oscar Mdtdnier, be-
gan as a live-actor version of
the Guignol puppet theater.

Or artists may take well-
known puppet personae as raw
material for their own live-ac-
tor works. In the ballet
Petrushkti . by composer Igor
Stravinsky and Choreographer
Mikhail Fokine, dancers took
the roles of the famous pup-
pets. Martha Graham's comic
dance Punch and the Judy
(1941) presented a battling
married couple, with Graham
playing the wife. In his 1967
opera Punch and Judy, the
British composer Harrison
Birtwistle adapted the famil-
iar cast and scenario into a
ritualistic expression of cycles
of destruction.

A4una, a "human puppet," played by a Javanese prince, circa 1920

*see Revieiv, Followmil
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trol over his actions. The
Sometimes, though, ''~ contemporary American

live performers do not »,5 Director, Richard Foreman,
merely play characters origi - had actresses in Maria Del
nated by puppets , but actu- Bosco (2002 ) move like
ally pretend to be puppets. mannequins to evoke the
Like the boy actors in living-deadness of slavery
Shakespeare's England to fashion and image.
playing women disguised as Generally, though, the
boys, humans play puppets motivation for creating live
that are playing humans. In faux-puppets is to heighten
parts of China, since the theatricality rather than to
Song dynasty a millennium make a particular point. The
ago, children perched on the <' device offers a system for
shoulders of adults have per- 12: 011~#~t setting stage behavior apart
formed as "puppets in the from everyday life. Using
flesh," copying movements ...39 puppets as models, live ac-
from and sometimes sharing tors find ways to perform
the stage with life-size rod- that are more formal, comic,
puppets. In certain Japanese , 9 -~, f „~ focused, extreme, or other-
kabuki plays, especially '4, --i,>,6 wise expressive than nor-
those adapted from the , mal human behavior.
bunraku repertory, emo- Shadow puppet of Dewasrani The search for artistic
tional climaxes are pre- form in theater has always
sented as ningyo buri, that is , live performers acting like been a tricky problem . While poets can shape language with
bunraku dolls, with black-clad "puppeteers" pretending to tools such as meter, rhyme and alliteration, and musicians
move them around. organize sound-worlds with meter, modes, harmony, and po-

Human faux-puppets have played in Europe as well. The lyphony, the raw material of theater is behavior. How can
eighteenth century English actor-dramatist-producer Samuel behavior be set in relief from everyday life, made more keenly
Foote tried using cardboard figures on stage to circumvent expressive than everyday life, and given a pleasing artistic
the egos of live actors, but when audiences hated the experi- form without making it into fundamentally different behav-
ment, he had live performers appear on stage behaving like ior-that is, without distorting what one was trying to show
puppets. Early Grand Guignol sometimes presented its ac- in the first place? This conundrum has occupied stage artists
tors as marionettes with string fixed to their heads and hands. since ancient times. Before the Greeks settled on masks to

Live performers may act like puppets to make a politi- distinguish stage characters from real people, the theater pio-
cal, social, or even metaphysical statement. In Jan neer Thespis reportedly tried covering his face with leaves or
Svankmajer ' s film Don Juan ( 1970), the main characters are red-wine dregs . Classical French theater adapted its gestures
played sometimes by actual marionettes and at other times from the stylized manners of the royal court. And around the
by actors disguised as marionettes-making the play's mori- world, over the centuries live-actor theater traditions have
bund world seep from the patently make-believe into a world evolved directly out of puppetry, keeping the spirit and style
closer than the one the film's viewers inhabit. Dario Fo has of the original. In Java, the progression from painted story-
had live performers move like marionettes , sometimes con- cloth (wayang beber) to leather shadow puppet (wayang kulit)
trolled by visible "manipulators ," to show their subjugation to three-dimensional rod puppets (wayang golek) continued
or absence of will . In his 1994 staging of Rossini ' s Itatiana with even more fleshed-out actors : humans, called wayang
in Algeri in Pesaro , Italy, an "ideal wife ," a marionette built wong or wayang orang, literally, "human puppets ."
from vegetables came to life: The actress who played the role Even when puppet traditions do not directly spawn live-
was costumed to look like the puppet and mimicked its ges- actor theater, they may help to shape it: The human actors
tures. Fo played a drugged pope in The Pope and the Witch adopt or adapt a general aesthetic of specific traits from pup-
( 1989) using mechanical movements to show his lack of con- pets . Turkey ' s live ona oyanu folk comedy seems to have
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traded influence back and forth with Karagitz puppetry lor Innovative American directors as well have asked
centuries. The indiginous yoke thar marionette stage of actors to copy puppets as a way of heightening the stage
Burma, which dates from the eighteenth century, helped to reality and separating it from workaday life. In 1967. di-
shape the zat live-actor drama, whose performers still move rector/choreographer Jerome Robbins brought members
in the mannerof puppets . As Japanese Kabukitheatercom- of hisrepertory company to seethe Little Players ' R<)ineo

peted with the often more popular bunraku stage during the and Juliet-and then told his actors . "That is exactly what
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, its live actors adapted I've been trying to get across to you people for months.
not only plays but. probably, stylization and broad gestures Since the 1970s, actors in Richard Foreman's Ontologi-
from the dolls. Some China scholars believe that the ex- cal-Hysteric Theater have used stylized mechanical ges-
treme make-up and movement style of traditional theater tures and long freezes to help create a distinctive stage
reflects Song dynasty puppets. reality-the elegant, expressionist incarnation of his in-

Closer to home , puppets helped to re- theatricalize ner world . In Lee Breuer ' s "animations"-including The
Europe's live-actor theater after it had been flattened by re- B- Beaver Animution 0 974 ), The Shaggy Dog Animation
alism. Artists at the turn of the twentieth century drew on ( 1978 ). and Ecco Porco (2000)-characters often have
puppets indirectly and directly. Besides borrowing from non- been multiple-cast, incarnated both by puppets and by live
Western live actor stage traditions that were influenced by performers acting like puppets. Playing Rose the Dog in
puppets , besides using actual puppets , beyond , even , creat- Ec·co Porco. actress Maude Mitchell even was suspended
ing live versions of specific puppets U la Grand Guignol, marionette-style by ropes.
artists called for live actors to mimic the unabashed theatri- This may be the ultimate , ironic genius of puppets .
ca/itv of puppets. Alfred Jarry announced before the infa- Time and again, inert actors have breathed new life into
mous 1896 production of Ubu Roi at the Thdatredel ' Oeuvre the live -actor theater. So great is the power of puppets to
that the (live) performers about to appear were "man-sized show ourselves to ourselves that even flesh-and-blood
marionettes." Russia's Vsevelod Meyerhold recommended actors. who would seem to have the advantage in imitat-
that live actors learn their art from puppets-and not from ing real people, have taken cues from constructed beings.
just any puppets, but from the sort that "embrace a wonder- Finally, all art-in fact, everything human beings de-
land of make-believe" rather than merely copying humans. sign-both reflects and helps to shape our sense of who
Plays by Maurice Maeterlinck and Paul Claudel were pre- we are. Puppets. with their peculiar ability to make us
sented by actors using the broad stage movements and dis- believe they are us. are surely among the canniest, and
torted voices of puppets. uncanniest, of human creations. •

Jean Dubuffet outfits an actress for Coucou Bazar ( 1973)
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BOOK REVIEW

A New Standard in Puppet Histories-

his puppeteer's point of view and his inspired draw-Puppermu ings . Since 1973 , Bil Baird 's The Art of the Puppet
has been the most successful, even indispensable, ex-
ample of the form, in large part because Baird filled
the book with hundreds of images: historic prints,
modern photographs, both in color and black-and-
white: a brilliant if not obvious method of explain-
ing what is, after all, primarily a visual form. But
now comes Eileen Blumenthal's Puppetry.· A World
History, which superscedes Baird's book and is des-
tined to become the new, indispensable standard,
despite its hefty $65 price.

Just paging through Puppetrv: A World History
is exciting, because Blumenthal seriously understands
puppet theater in all its forms and varieties. While
the images on its pages do inevitably echo (and some-
times duplicate) what Baird and others have done,
there is much more, such as rare photographs of Chi-
nese puppets, Brazilian puppets. and European avant-
garde puppetry that the knowledgeable puppeteer has
always known about, but hardly ever seen. Most of
the images are stunning and thought provoking, and
Blumenthal's wide and deep knowledge of puppetry
confidently covers all the essentials. as well as the
interesting peripheries of puppet history. She looks
not only at such subjects as classic wayang kum.
Punch and his European brethren, and Jim Henson's
Muppets, but also Erwin Piscator's 1920s use of life-

A BOOK BY EILEEN BLUMEIWTHAL size cutouts, and Mabou Mines' use of miniature fig-
271 pp., 350 illustrations. ures in Samuel Beckett ' s Lost Ones .
New York: Harry N. Al,rams, 2005. $65. Part of the challenge of puppet histories is the

necessity of defining and delineating an art form that
Writing the history of puppet theater-especially in the United is as old as humanity, and far more widespread than
States-is harder than writing art history or theater history, essen- such related performance techniques as actors' the-
tially because of puppetry's low status in Western culture. Puppet ater. Puppet historians need to spend at least a couple
theater is not usually considered an essential element of the liberal of chapters defining the different types of puppets,
arts, and so most Westerners not only undervalue the form, but also their manipulation techniques, and the dominant tra-
know very little about it, especially its pre-twentieth century roots ditions of particular cultures and eras. Blumenthal
and its amazing non-Western practices. Consequently, puppet the- follows this tradition skillfully in the first two chap-
ater historians face greater challenges: they need to prove to gen- ters of her book, but then, instead of continuing the
eral audiences that, in fact, puppetry is (and has been) worthy of well-worn path which pursues puppetry's global his-
serious consideration and analysis, and show that the range of pup- tory century by century and continent by continent,
pet techniques is vast, both geographically and chronologically she strikes out into new territory by organizing her

Henryk Jurkowski ' s two-volume History Of European Pup- analysis according to specific themes : the different
petry does this the old- fashioned way, by marching through the abilities and natures of puppets , and their different
ages chronologically and geographically, with hardly any illustra- roles in particular societies. Along these lines of in-
tions. Paul McPharlin's still-unsurpassed 1948 account of Ameri- quiry she examines puppetry's various ways of cre-
can puppetry. The Puppet Theatre in America, enlivened things with ating illusion : the versatility of puppets to do what

fs »*S'' human actors can't; the ways in which puppet shows
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A WORLD HIST ORY

able to convey those thoughts in provocative and per-
ceptive prose.

The wide range of any world history of puppet
theater is also its Achilles' heel, because the sheer

*1

volume of material threatens to overwhelin analysis.
Simply referencing the vast variety of global puppet
forms, even without attempting any sort of analyti-
cal context, is a task that would take hundreds of
pages. Blumenthal takes a chance by eschewing cul-
tural and historical milieus in favor of her thematic.
context-blind approach. This allows her to connect
specific puppet forms across centuries and continents,
but the jumps can be confusing. For example, in one
paragraph of her chapter on puppets and sex she con-
siders Gelede copulating puppets from Africa, the
Spike Jonze movie Being John Malkovich. an offi -
cial ban of puppet theater during the Song dynasty.
seventeenth-century English Put-itans, the lewd Don
Cristobal handpuppet theater of the eighteenth cen-

14* tury. and the French colonial censorship of Karag6z
plays in Tunisia. (The analysis is even more com-
plex, because the accompanying photographs show
sex-oriented productions by Roman Paska and

f, Philippe Genty.) One admires the ag iii ty of the feat.
and what it means about Blumenthal's rich under-
standing of puppetry, but the effect is also dizzying,

A rare image of a portable Chinese handpuppet theater in Yunnan Province, and there's not much room for sustained analysis-

in 1917 from Puppetry: A World History. the examples are juggled exquisitely, but tend to float.
unanchored, in the reader's mind. These theoretical

create theirown particular universes,.ind the persistent connections acrobatics are typical of almost every page in
between puppets and sex. violence, politics. education, ritual, and Blumenthal's book.
death. For example, in only two pages of her examination of the In another tricky choice, Blumenthal has in-
puppet's world-creating abilities. Blumenthal deftly considers works vented the term "constructed actor" to use in place
by Maurice Sand, Bread and Puppet Theater. Julie Taymor. Janie of the word "puppet." Although she doesn't explain
Geiser. Larry Reed ' s Shadowlight Theater, and the Balinese dalangs why, it would seem that Blumenthal uses the term as
I Wayan Wija and 1 Made Sija-an amazing array of examples. a means of expanding traditionally strict definitions

Blumenthal' s knowledge and understanding of puppetry is of the word "puppet" in order to avoid being con-
considerable. The bibliography she includes at the back of the book fined in discrete categories, and to facilitate useful
is formidable and complete. and a vital source for anyone consider- connections among a wide variety of forms. (Frank
ing further pursuits in puppet history. But Blumenthal is also a vivid. Proschan uses the phrase "performing object"-a
thoughtful writer with a sense of humor and a confident manner. much clunkier term!- for similar reasons.) A prob-
This is no dry-witted. academic exercise. but a labor of love by a lem with this terminology is that "constructed actor.'
person who thinks a lot about theater and its many functions. and is
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not so subtly asserts a relationship in which the
human actor is the ideal upon which the exist-
ence of the puppet is based. This is a hierarchy in
R hich the puppet can never fare better than sec-
ond best. since the puppet's essence is its exist- *A. 4, ./
ence as dead matter. In fact, though, it is only U, '

recently, with the advent of Western realism, that · D / 4 *Ft A

the aesthetics of precise human imitation have
been so closely prized. In non-Western and in
popular, low-culture Western traditions the ex- ~ ~» ~S C
istence of puppets as dead matter has been as-
sumed, and the magic of making that dead mat-
ter move has been frankly considered to be a valu-
able action of thought-provoking performance.
In other words, what's most interesting about pup- . - - . . ... .. .. . I. ....

pets is that they are not"actors" nor do they wish ,.... . 0

' to be.
It may be that I am reading too much into thetics of puppet theater, but to open doors-for both the uninitiated

Blumenthal's neologism. And it's also quite clear and for those who thought they knew puppets well-into the world
that the purpose of Puppetry. A World History is of puppetry, which have never before been presented in such rich i
not to pur,lie in depth the philosophy and aes-. d elaborate detail, with such a sure hand and eye.

-REVIEW BY JOHN BELL
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PUPPETS AND MASKS OF THE BAMANA AND THE BOZO (MALI) WEST AFRICA
Traditional

African pro-

grams typically

blur the bound-

aries between

puppetry, mask,

dance, and

music in outdoor

settings where

performers and . 9.

public may

freely merge.

Kono, the Holy Bird, announces the rains

Ceremonial mask of the Bobo people

f ffll

Mali Bush Spirit, Eastern Burkina Faso
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BAU UND SPIEL:
A MASTER CLASS WITH ALBRECHT ROSER:
BY ROBIN WALSH What's better than studying at tile

studio ola world-renowned Master?
DOING IT AGAIN!

some passages translated for a puppet exhibit. and I just hap-
pen to speak German. 1 went to the small but incredibly well
stocked library, and opened the book. I quickly read the re-
quired short passages, but then hours passed and I found
myself unable to stop reading. In these pages were some of
the most eloquent, scholarly and unequivocally artistic
thoughts on puppetry that I had ever read. I had found a kin-
dred spirit in Albrecht Rosen but one whom I wouldn't meet
for another eleven years. I finally saw him at the Henson Festi-
val in 20()(). When the opportunity came to attend the 2003
String Academy, it was a dream come true.

For those who haven't had the luck to meet, or the good
fortune to see him perform. Albrecht Roser is truly one of a
kind. With the mind of a technician, the heart of an artist and
the curiosity of a child, he and his Clown Gustaf have de-
lighted the entire world for over fifty years. Roser uses the
scientific principles of gravity and motion in the construction
of his marionettes, creating puppets out of a technical and
artistic unity. These ideas, learned from his teacher, Fritz
Herbert Bross, have allowed Roser to develop and invent in
the search for the ultimate goal where "technique serves per-
forrnance. By reducing even the most complicated move-
ments of a string puppet to their simplest common denomi-
nator (on the control and its operation), the puppeteer can
allow all of his or her concentration to be on the performance.Spindelshanks. Mask and puppets by Matthew Brooks
Manipulation becomes, therefore, a matter of intuition, rather
than one of repetitious practice. In fact, one does not so much

In Febuary-April of 2005,1 was fortunate enough to partici- "manipulate" the puppet. as work with the puppet as a part-
pate in Bau und Spiel (Construction and Play), a second, un- ner in the performance.
planned Master Class with Albrecht Rosen The original in
2004 was an evolution of Roser's International String Acad- Indeed, with all of these thoughts and theories, it is only
ernies previously held at the at the University of Connecticut's natural that Roser would eventually work in a teaching ca-
(UConn) Puppetry Department and the National Theatre in pacity. That path began in 1977 when he was invited to teach
Varazdin, Croatia. An offer for a select few to further their at UConn's Department of Puppetry. Fortunately. his connec-
talents in an intensive and intimate manner, it became an ex- tion with UConn proved to be a long one, and in 1996 he
perience where, much like a potato chip, one is never enough. began 01Tering the International String Academy there. For

several years. the String Academy consisted of a two week
My part in this story began in 1989, when 1 read Roser's session, split between performance training (utilizing Roser's

first book Gustaf und sein Ensemble at the Center for Pup- scarf marionette and the most basic of string puppets , a ball
petry Arts in Atlanta, Georgia. The museum curator needed on a string) and the construction of a new, unique marionette

by each of the participants.
photos: R. Walsh and I. Hoefer
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(which Roser help to establish). Mornings
at nine we would greet the day with ball
training, eventually moving up to scarf pup-

1h

pets and then to head and shoulder mari-
onettes. This class was followed by body
and mask training and then a communal
lunch. After that, it was building time, as
each participant designed and built his or
her own head-and-shoulder marionette.
Roser was on hand during the afternoon ses-
sions, always ready with answers, hints andrfS often more questions, to spur us to find the
solution on our own. Evenings. often last-
ing into early morning, were spent devel-
oping and rehearsing short pieces to per-
form in the final show.

The most enlightening part of the day
was coffee time. More than just a break to
fuel us with caffeine for our long nights.
we would meet to critique the days work,
or to discuss various ideas or the state of
puppetry today. For Roser believes that in

Front: Albrecht Roser, Sarah Frechette. Back: Robin Walsh, Emily DeCola, Martha Rudolf, order to further puppetry as an art form,
Nate Wilson, Matthew Brooks, Alice-Therese Boehm, Dan Luce. there must be an open, frank dialogue be-

tween puppet artists- an activity he often
In 2003, things changed, though. Roser extended the finds lacking in puppet circles today. So he instilled in us a

workshop to three weeks to allow the full. in-depth attention desire to critique honestly, and move past the automatic re-
marionettes require. He also pre-designed an entire cast of sponse "It was nice" to someone's work. For without hearing
puppets for a production of Mozart ' s The Magic Flute . These honest criticism . how can we evolve and grow ? This and other
changes allowed the students to train on finished puppets right theories wound their way into everything we did. At the end,
from the beginning. allowing them to more fully understand we performed out- exit show, said our tearful good-byes and
Roser's theories. And rather than creating their own puppets, headed back to our various homes.
the participants copied those of Rosen also allowing for a
faster grasp of techniques. But something else also happened. As luck would have it, the four Americans alllived near
A few of the participants took to marionettes like proverbial New York City, and would occasionally meet to reminisce.
ducks to water. Unknown talents were discovered and known Soon the discussions grew into talk of returning. At first it
ones Nossomed under the skillful tutelage of Roser and his was just for a visit, but soon we began to realize we wanted
co-instructors, Ingrid Hoefer and Alice-Therese Boehm. And more. Then one fateful night in November, the four of us met
so an idea was born- a Master Class. by chance at a puppet theatre show in Manhattan, and we

knew- we had to go back. And so, with hands together in a
in February, 2004, Roser invited the best of the partici- football huddle, the Master Class II was born. All that re-

pants from UConn and Croatia to attend the first Master Class mained was to inform the host of his unknown. yet impend-
at his studio in Germany. Five performers made their way ing, house guests.
across the globe to the winding, picturesque hills of Buoch,
Germany, and for the next four weeks we cooked, ate. slept, Fortunately, we (and the idea of a second Master Class)
built, learned and rehearsed together in an intensive, intimate were welcomed with open, if somewhat surprised, arms. I
atmosphere of creative openness. The instructors were the say "somewhat" because when we arrived in Germany, we
same, with the addition of Michael Mordo, a long time stu- found beautiful new workstations in the attic, seemingly built
dent of Roser's, now an instructor at the School for Puppetry just for us. But Roser had made them over the summer and
in Stuttgart at the University of Music and Dramatic Arts fall, thinking they might be useful one day- and they were.

Early in 20()5. four of the original students, plus three new
ones, headed to Studio Rosen
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Master Clas.~ 11 ' Bail und Spiel wah very fimilar iii form went back into the world with Mei.sterk/a.ue, a cabaret-style
to the original. The day was ~tructured with classes, meals, evening of the piecei created at the workshop (performed
building and rehearsals But there were differences The sec- several times since in New York City) We find we still have
ond timers received the new work-spaces upstairx, gaming a the same yen for drinking coffee and discuAsing. but now with
large degree of autonomy, while the newer students stayed more knowledge of theone~ of life- be it the life of a puppet
downstairs. More time was allotted, this workhhop running or our own. Just as when Roser created Gustaf and then fol-
almost two months For puppet construction, we concentrated lowed Gustaf's lead. we followed what was created ln the
on creating full body marionettes, so this was a continuation first Master Class and understood in the second- the queht
of the previous year Performing, however, was, quite differ- for balance in gravity, motion and life
ent Watching the newcomers was hke watching a mirror into
the past-reflections of ourselve4 and where we had been, Ifall this 4ounds more like Zen than puppet instruction,
including our mistakes and discoverie~. It was the rare gift of it'S not by chance Ro,,er's favorite book is Eugen Hen igelk
seeing how far we ' d come Zen in the Art ofArchery, which gives an exact description of

this intense type of"concentration" that plays a major role in
Most importantly, this ~econd cla,5 gave uv the oppor- Roser's work and life-and now, my own As we look to the

tunity to truly comprehend Roher's theorie~ of performing future, teacher and students have parted Wise to our ways of
which we had only barely giasped before. Much of the first self-invitation. Roser has instructed us to strike out on our
year's class was spent searching for his way of performing, own path4. to take what he has taught and develop, invent...
while the second wa0 spent learning it. Earlier I mentioned For myself, the greate„t discovery was that Roser does not
the puppet as a "co-performer' rather than a figure that K teach puppetry. He teaches Zen, furthering the art of pup-
moved about on stage, This is meant more hterally than one petry as he goes.
would think. We learned that, for a puppet to truly work on
stage, it must achieve that moment where, defpite the know-
ledge that it is an inanimate object of wood and cloth , the Rolmi Wal.~11 discovered puppeti on her first daj of college,
puppet comes to lifeinthemind of theaudience The triangle and hah never looked bac k From fo<'A puppea to Holl, "'oc,d
of puppeteer, puppet and audience work together toward that movie mointen, she '~ worked <m. Team America. Wo} id Po-
moment of belief . Truly, the puppeteer become~ as much a // c e , Men hi Black, and Grave)ard Jamboree: Book of Pc)(,11
member of the audience as anyone . In that moment of watch- and Bear ui the Big, Blue House : and a hov cifvolo and group
ing, the puppet moves of its own accord The puppeteer must theatre prolect.3.
no longer expend his or her energies
deciding on how to manipulate the pup- 9~ ~ ~
pet As a co-performer, the puppet in- A.immle".4 - - - - , »'rt -1#f~.7 -«4forms the puppeteer, and the perfor- ,7&1
mance becomes a matter of concentra- !-INAYMIII W 7 -, 5 76/04432 2
tion and meditation rather than con- P-; s. 11*.2,42 '4 ;4

01019 3 ojold

scious choice. These theories extend pilb r Al 'r
into his way of puppet construction as . iMIL .i :fi =9.
well. Roser describes his way of work-
Ing with materials as contemplative, al-
lowing the qualities inherent in the , n 11"material to manifest themselves- let-
ting the creation lead the creator. You
humble your own ego and arrogance,
and let the material or puppet become 4 *
what it wants to become. The charac- f
tel iS evolved, rather than produced -0.--

Then, as with all thing,. the Mas- , -- *, ->S ~ 4% Ater Class came to an end. But this time,
we were prepared Armed with man
onettes, corresponding ~hows and a
better grasp on puppetry theories, we Roser's studio
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HISTORY COLUMN- A World History ) how puppet movement has
served as a paradigm for human movement, notBY JOHN BELL only Java's wayang wong dance drama, which

Thinking about the complicated nature of puppet theater often leads one imitates wayang ku/it shadow theater, but also
to consider its connections with other performance forms: masks. found across the globe in southern Italy, where actors
objects, actors' drama. film. machine performance. There are all sorts of of the nineteenth-century popular theater aped
links between puppets and these other forms, but none so fascinating and the stilted leg movements of Sicilian mari-
apt as those between puppets and dance. As a primarily visual form based onettes in order to mine the gravitas of that
on the performance kinetics of material objects, puppetry has a hard time form. Blumenthal points out how modern di-

rectors and choreographers, including Alfredreally linking up with actors' theater, and especially the theater which
sees its job as the faithful voicing of a playwright's words on stage. But Jarry, Mikhail Fokine, Martha Graham, Jan
dance-that is the form which links up with, parallels and matches pup- Svankmajer, and Ariane Mnouchkine, have all
pet theater most exactly. used puppets as models for actors theater.

Looking at these links from the viewpoint of
Still the most profound (and difficult) analysis of puppetry in the puppet performance itself, one realizes that any

modern West is Heinrich von Kleist ' s 1810 essay "On the Marionette good puppet show is above all a piece of cho-
reography. The new DVD record-Theater," which championed the puppet specifically in terms of dance.

Kleist felt , as theater historian Marvin Carlson explains it in his book ing Pioneers of Puppetrn'
Theories of the Theatre, that the marionette ' s lack of consciousness , (www. Puppetstuff. com), shows
combined with its technical dependency on "the center of gravity of the *# 4 c this clearly in its 1948 docu-

- - mentary footage of Punchmoment" allowed it to attain "moments of unconscious grace, which
4, professor George Prentice,dancers can only attain rarely because of the persistence of their own .*~Ap

as well as in its excerptshuman consciousness. Kleist ends his essay on a mystical, romantic ,2 4
»4 from Frank Paris'snote, asserting that human dancers might attain the grace of puppet dane-

;ers "when knowledge has, as it were, gone through the infinite." He » cabaret marionette
doesn't explain how this might happen. ,{ act. For me,

The Russian Revolution, a century later, inspired Soviet artists
and technicians to consider similar connections, not between the
dancer and the marionette, but between the human body and ~ ~»
the moveable parts of the machine. Understanding the
body and the machine as connected parts of a whole f#F
(the "whole" being a modern revolutionary soci- i ,-
ety) led early twentieth-century Russians like di- . < --
rector Vsevolod Meyerhold to explore Bio- » 14
mechanics, a movement technique which : .JIA / #,
(like Kleist's essay) sought to understand , *~~ „le
the body's anatomical movement possi-
bilities, not so much in search of uncon- ~.' &- 3 1~5
scious grace, but in search of a functional
model of man/machine relations for the wl
twentieth century. And Meyerhold, unlike 41'.
most directors of contemporary actors' the-
ater, was fully willing to consider how pup- A ·

I W 6/7
Er'·*.pets might point the way in this search.

It has often been pointed out (most --:'-i-~

f ' r - ~051ts , e
recently in Eileen Blumenthal ' s Puppetry : - f. * I 'B
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GRACE

I know this personally from my long experience as a
& puppeteer with the Bread and Puppet company. and espe-
[-~ cially within the process of show development.
99/Liftrii/ Schumann's theater pieces usually begin with the selec-

-,-~ tion or construction of puppets or masks, and the choice of
3 a theme or story. But then, after Schumann has explained
~] his concept to his collaborators. there has always been a
* brief (or lengthy) period of pure movement experiments.

Context and character are momentarily set aside, and the
'C puppeteers simply invent movements. 1 found these 1-no-

ments to be the most exciting periods of creation. because
our focus was limited strictly and purely (or as "pure as
any art form might be!) to the connections we might make
between our bodies and those paper-machd or Celastic ob-
jects we held with our hands or wore on our heads or bod-
ies. Knowledge of the show's theme was really useless

both performances reiterate what I saw so clearly in a here, because what counted was the discovery of the suc-
handpuppet movement workshop lead by Teatro Tinglado's cessful movement for a particular mask or puppet. Typi-
Pablo Cueto, for a class of Rhode Island School of' Design cally, we would all start moving with our puppets, some-
students: that puppetry at its core is the dance of the body in- times taking turns to step out and view the proceedings,
spiring the dance of a material object. and wait for Schumann's eye to see something that con-

This understanding is profoundly embodied in the work nected, that seemed...right. Most of our movement inven-
of Bread and Puppet Theater's director Peter Schumann. who lions were not immediately useful, but some of them-
came to his life's work not through the conscious pursuit of somehow-would click, at which point Schumann might
puppetry , but as an artist split by disparate passions : dance , say "Let ' s all try that movement . After a few years of
music. painting and sculpture. Schumann's first gesture to- working in this manner, one's skills in inventing puppet
wards performance, in Moosach. Germany in 1959, was the movement developed. and one could make this method of
creation of the Gruppe fur Neuen Tan: ( the New Dance Group). invention a process which was less than random . When
which sought to break out of the constraints of both classical this process did actually work for me, I would find myself
ballet and German expressionist dance traditions. After creat- trying to avoid conscious analysis. to instead concentrate
ing works for modern ballet contests, and particularly after on what patterns and poses my body and the puppet were
seeing works by Merce Cunningham, John Cage, and Anthony making. and to feel and imagine what those successions of
Tudor (who toured Germany toi- the U. S. State Department), poses might look like. (And actually seeing what you were
Schumann was drawn to the United States itself, where one of doing, as for example in a mirror, was unnecessary.) If
his first connections to American avant-garde performance was you thought about the process much, or. worse. tried to
to study dance composition with Robert Dunn. the influential make the puppet do what you thought it should do for the
choreographer who taught in Merce Cunningham's New York purposes of dramaturgy (say, to look sad, angry. or funny).
studio. "Cunningham attended sometimes," Schumann told the results were abysmal. 1 learned that works. and, in
me in a 2000 interview, "Cage sometimes, and Remy Charlip other words, what is essential. is exactly the attempt to
and [Yvonne] Rainer, Trisha Brown, and Simone Forti, all these achieve a moment of "unconscious grace." If you think

"folks who later made names for themselves. too much about it, you lose any possibility of attaining it.
The sense of Schumann's work as dance theater is key Schumann has always realized this, and it's probably

to an understanding of Bread and Puppet, not simply because the same thing that the inventors of postmodern American
it links that work to other instances of the puppet/dance con- dance (with whom he worked. along with Robert Dunn, in
nection, but because it helps one realize that even as political the 1960s) knew. Ultimately, this sense of puppetry as
theater (the reductive term most often used to easily catego- dance-and dance as the paradoxically conscious pursuit
rize Schumannk work), Bread and Puppet performances are of unconscious grace-is what allows puppet theater to
primarily concerned with the aesthetics of movement. become affective and inspiring art. •
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DVD REVIEW- of sonic of the artists in this collection- e.g., Rufus & Margo
Rose, Frank Paris- remain well-known to many puppeteers.
Others- e.g., George Prentice and Richard Teschner- arePIONEERS oF PIPPETRY names that people may have heard, or think they should know,
but can't quite place. Now's their chance to place them.

"till ~111111% blilrk imil nhilf. %21.!15 Prentice was a Punch " professor who performed on
Itil ~1111 forit Itilird: Ffilir kilrl, Fillilx. Broadway and around the world from the 1920s at least

(mor, >21. 9.1 through the 196() s , entertaining some 50,000 people in a single
performance in New York's Central Park. The brief Prentice
Punch performance captured here is characteristic of the mid-

My friend Larry Engler has produced two DVDs that belong century American show. complete with a powder-spewing
in the collection of every serious puppetry collector and en- skunk that would have been news to Cruikshank. Intended
thusiast . Hi/ and Cora Baird: Four Early Filins and Pioneers for children rather than adults , the film nevertheless manages
of Puppetrn are available fro m Engler ' s to convey flashes of charm and talent that were surely hall -
www.puppetstuff.com web site, provide fascinating glimpses marks of Prentice's work, such as beauti fully executed double-
into the history of the art. They are precious visits with re- takes between characters.
markable talents from a time long gone, rare footage i n most With so many puppeteers having outed themselves long
cases unavailable elsewhere. If you are interested in the his- ago from their puppet stages to perform marionettes, hand
tory of puppetry or in early or unusual film, if you're curious puppets, and virtually every other type of puppet in full, di-
about names that are legendary but whose work you may not rect view of the audience, one might think it was ever thus.
be old enough to have seen- the newest of these segments is One would be wrong. Frank Paris was the first to work in
at least 50 years old- then these DVDs are for you. what became known as the "cabaret style" of marionette per-

The more unusual , and varied. is Pioneers of Puppetry , formance . Perhaps the only way you will see Paris perform
which shows off Engler's remarkable abilities to locate ma- his signature Carmen Miranda puppet, as well as his highly
terial that others might not have known existed. The names realistic Sally Rand fan dancer, and others, is on this rare
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film . Beyond a glimpse at Paris ' performance , the film itself Complementing Pioneers ofPuppetry is thesecond disc .
is a novelty : a film loop called a "soundie" produced in the Hi/ and Cora Baird: Four Early Filn~. Baird . of course , was
1940s for coin-operated film viewing machines called one of the monumental figures of 20th century puppetry and
"panorams." Some of the titles are reversed- not a mistake in any recording of his work is noteworthy. Not that these are
the digital transfer but, rather. a requirement for legible view- "just any" recordings. Engler transferred these films from
ing in the original medium. Baird's own copies of them; in some cases he did the trans-

Engler's "way-back machine" also makes a couple of fers with Baird himself years ago. The result is as crisp a
stops for a five-minute newsreel of San Francisco's Toy The- transfer as one could want.
atre and a two-minute newsreel of the Swiss "Jovanni Fam- Happily, one can watch these shorts not merely out of a
ily Shadow Puppets." The Jovanni style is fascinating: card- sense of duty, but for enjoyment, as well. Whether Baird is
board cutouts plus the performer's hands create remarkable, just having fun or doing educational films (two of the films
highly animated silhouette figures . The images are performed were done for the Bell Phone Company, one for the Oficina
at a fast pace that suggests simplicity. while the design and del Coordinador de Asuntos interamericanos). his humor
perfection of these figures must have been anything but shines through- and remains amusing today. Moreover.
simple. Baird's humor is inherently visual: In these films, painted

Richard Teschner, a giant of pre-World War II Euro- portraits do double-takes at the action taking place in the rooms
pean puppet theatre who introduced Javanese-style rod pup- in which they're hung (it happens in several of the films; Baird
pets to the West, is represented on the disc by an eight-minute obviously liked the gag), giant bugs send a gardener fleeing,
nativity play. The puppets move with the elegant head mo- and a gaggle of gossips act like frenzied geese.
tions made possible by Teschner ' s sophisticated mechanisms , Those gossips belong to Wee Cooper O ' Fife. the most
and their stately movement resembles that of automata, im- consistently charming of the four films. A young Burl Ives
parting an appropriate gravity to the proceedings. The film is (he's seen briefly) sings the comedic ballad as Baird's mari-
completely uncredited. Credit goes to Engler for spotting a onettes act out the story of a country husband who learns
final shot of Teschner's signature. circular stage and recog- how to get the attention of his beautiful but shrewish wife.
nizing it for what it was. Baird may have pioneered the technique of usi ng several in-

The final segment on the disc is Jerry Pulls the Strings terchange'able heads for a character in order to get varied fa-
by Rufus and Margo Rose. This 37-minute film from 1937, cial expressions in different shots. Certainly the technique is
produced for the American Can Company and sometimes used to great advantage here, giving the puppets a sense of
called "The Story of Coffee," is credited as the first industrial facial animation that is not otherwise possible.
film to use puppets. Joining the Roses to work the puppets The Bell Company films are dated - imagine an educa-
were Bil and Evelyn Baird, Martin and Olga Stevens, Frank tional film on the use of telephone party lines! - but are en-
and Fania Sullivan, and Sylvia Meredith. Of little intrinsic joyable nonetheless not only for theirhunior, but also fortheir
interest today because of a lugubrious pace, the production sometimes stunning set design, for the sophisticated and in-
nevertheless has notable details that run so counter to any- stantly recognizable stylization of Baird's figures, and for their
thing one would encounter in a contemporary film. For ex- precise manipulation.
ample, during an extended conversation between two char- Each of these discs contains important and rewarding
acters in a rural setting, a slow, irregular procession of people material that would not be widely available but for Engler's
and animals can be seen in the background. Today, most bud- acts ofpreservation. Puppetry owes him a debt. I f you have a
gets would not allow for the detail or, if they did, the back- puppetry collection, these DVDs belong in it.
ground action would be played for self-aware parody. Here.

REVIEW BY MARK LEVENSON * 9it's just part of a drive toward verisimilitude.
Levenson is a writer and producer, Ilased in Manhattan. %* E
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11#w a Work of Puppet Theatre 1)eveloped ilito a Pie{T of IlitiHI Mime

BY ROLANDE DUPREY
Aki Shinozaki is a puppeteer from Japan. who came to the U.S. to She felt the story needed to be shown as a puppet play so that the
study puppetry at the University of Connecticut. This past spring. audience would not be emotionally manipulated. but could, rather.
she finished by directing and designing her Masters of Arts thesis be free to use rational judgment on the story (as with Brecht's so-
project , The Wild Rose . called "alienation effect").

The Wild Rose is a 1920 story by Nimei Ogawa, which tells of two Ms. Shinozaki studied acting at Toho Gakuen University. Before
soldiers guarding a remote border between their wan ing countries. coming to the U.S., she had performed puppet theatre for over a
They slowly become friends, the elder teaching the younger how to dozen years irl Japan, working primarily for Hitomi-Za Puppet The-
play chess, and both sharing the care of a wild rose that grows on atm She also performed Otome Buniaku, and did a variety of com-
the border. But the war finally comes to them, and rather than kill mercia] work. She considers herself primarily a performer. rather
his friend, the elder asks that the younger shoot him, which he is than a designer or builder. At the University of Connecticut, she has
unwilling to do. The young soldier is killed in battle. leaving the learned a great deal about the design and building process . For The
elder to mourn his friend , discovering that the wild rose has died . Wild Rose. she had to design and build the set . puppets and cos-

tumes for the performers. It was also her directorial debut.
In planning for the production, Ms. Shinozaki originally
wished to design it as a Pepu Sato, or Paper Theatre piece . The final production used two tabletop puppets , with actors in full
Paper Theatre is a traditional Japanese storytelling technique, view of the audience, reflecting the emotions that the puppet char-
which uses two-dimensional figures within a tabletop or Laptop acters expressed. Two unseen puppeteers operated the other inci-
theatre. The figures are often dental rod puppets (butterflies, bees,
painted in two poses- one on leaves). A fifth performer played the
each side. The storyteller quickly mountain that was the border be-
switches the figure in order to de- tween the two countries, and held the
pict the action. For example, in wild rose.
one pose a man holds out his
hand, on the opposite side, he has 1 2*wi'~PI"Til Aki Shinozaki. being relatively new
caught a ball. The action can to speaking English, had some ob-
sometimes be fast and furious, .»- stacles to overcome in order to di-
the storytelling very expressive. 1 7 rect American performers.
It is a solo art form. Ms.
Shinozaki performed a paper the- Since 1 had no confidence in my
atre piece at the 2004 O'Neill English, I used my body a lot when
Puppetry Conference called The I explained things to the cast or the
Old Man Who Made Flowers musicians . 1 had drawn a story -
Bloom. After working with The board, but 1 am not such a great art-Wild Rose for eight months, lit.

ist that I could show all the elementsthough, Ms. Shinozaki decided
against the paper theatre style: m I needed to through pictures.

C

"The story required more ofadis- E
42 In doing so,she developed a kines-tance between the storyteller and

the puppets. It is a hard story, and 'J thetic understanding of the dy-
easy to get over-emotional about i namics of the play. She was, how-
it. It is also too dark for the ever, very unsatisfied with the final

outcome.style," she stressed.
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They had had to change the style of the puppets ten days before sion. The stomping really surprises and shocks the audience. It al-
performance, and she felt that though the cast did well, they could most sounds like bombs.
have used more time. In addition, there were many technical diffi-
culties with the sound and lights. "In Kyogen (Japanese comic theatre related to Noh), one's center of

gravity is lowered, one's knees are slightly bent. This is very natural

TRANSFORMATION INTO HAND MIME for me. Stomping the feet was a natural choice." Shinozaki said.

During her study at UConn, Aki had occasion to see videos of
sorne great hand mime pieces, "The Wall" by Burr Tillstrom, and "We were also able," said Termine, "to use her presence at the point

"Show of Hands" by Tim Lagasse and other students at UConn. In where the soldiers decide not to fight each other in the final battle.
addition, she studied movement a full year with Jean Sabatine. She pointedly focuses her eyes upon them and forces them into battle.
Sabatine teaches a movement for actors discipline called "essence At that moment, she embodied the war. She was the controller of

the world."theory" in which emotion or intent is reduced to its essence" in
movement. It was a revelation for Aki, whose movement back-
ground included traditional forms like ballet and Japanese comic In creating the ten-minute hand mime, Aki Shinozaki used her move-

theatre (Kyogen). ment background, her kinesthetic understanding of the play (forced
on her by her level of English proficiency) and "essence theory."

I'm really thankful to have worked with Jean Sabatine. The fi-
nal assignment was to create a short piece involving something There was an economy (4 gesture, and an ec()nomy of puppetry

we were invested in . I used yarn as my performing object , trans- here. Sometimes when youwork through a limitation, you triumph

forming it into a telephone, using it to express joy. and finally because the limitation itself causes you tofocus, to use what you

complication- I tied myself up in it . Showing the inside of have with greater imagination. That 's when something exciting

emotion through the object gave me some ideas for this project- can happen.

I didn ' t need to make puppets . and could still show something We worked on nwking each detail of the story as clear as pos -

that people will understand ... sible, so that the subtlety would exist. The audience may not per-

I ' m not a dancer. Essence was a big thing for me. ceive each and every last detail. but it all adds up, and becomes

an emotional connection to the whole.
So, at the O'Neill Puppetry Conference this past June, Aki pro-
posed to create a hand mime piece based upon The WildRose. She Everyone brings his or her own associations of war to the story.
came with a few moments mapped out already - the mime of the During the performance the story turns around to become a story of
rose, of the old soldier, the young soldier. peace. In the final moment, when the two hands that once were the

two soldiers come together to form a dove, a symbol of peace, fly-
Richard Termine. the director of the Emerging Artist Series at the ing away, it is a moment of wonder, of awe.
O'Neill, and one of the mentors for the participants, took on the
task of directing Ms. Shinozaki: But, isn't using hand mime defeating the purpose of using puppets?

Aki came with an existing complex story, and our challenge was
i m not thinking about myself as a storyteller," says Shinozaki.

to find (semic,logical) signs, as well ax hand signs, that would · "I' m a performer, and today my puppets are my hands. Even if 1
keep the integrity of the piece, while simplifying it. She knew it wanted to tell the story with words, it would be different now."
so well, it was essentially a matter of problem solving. We were

able to combine familiar Nigns, like that ofa hand becoming a Since hand mime is rare in Japan, it will be interesting to discover
gun, with that of the soldiers who carry guns. In efect, the sol- how this piece is received .
diers became their  gu/ls .

Aki plans to spend a month or so learning about how the Puppet
At the moment when the war front comes into the borderlands, Showplace in Brookline, Massachusetts operates. She is hopeft'l
Aki begins stomping her feet . Until that moment, everything is that all she has learned will help her company when she retitrns to
silent, focused on her moving hands and pensive facial expres- Japan. this .fall. •
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Punlietry Yellow Pages Join UN IMA-USA and f-list your puppetry
resources in the new We were delighted to find Al ,&244..A I
PUPPETRY YELLOW PAGES! Oshichi Barbie at: .bir-/Ii

9.f#.*,R*.7#S#3-1.~Ir-

~~~ Don't miss the inaugural 1 h. aill -/ =*4<~1

: www.morito.com/Barbie_Oshichi.htm 44«s-~Pq
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edition, produced byb.1,04 UNIMA-USA.

This next generation of the
Touring Directory soars to
new heights with: The Victorian Marionette Theatre

• exciting design • improved organization • expanded listing by John McCormick
categories including: museum exhibits, resident productions, with Clodagh McCormick and john Phillipstouring shows,workshops/classes, design services,

and special events/activities. This meticulously researched,
excellently written book is

Company Level members receive three complimentary listings full of interest not only for
in this unique andgroundbreaking publication ! Don 't be left out puppetry enthusiasts but for
of this new and optimal reference for all things puppetry. VIC "I' C ) R IAN theatre researchers and

MARIc,N 1,1,1"11 1>: historians of the nineteenth
century. Nothing is left out-Go zo www.unima-usa.ora Tor more inTormanon. audiences and their percep-
tions, the 'figure workers' and
their managers, repertoire,
music and musicians, port-
able theatres great and small,
are all described. The book is
a gold mine of information,
to be referred to again and
again."-Penny Francis, MBE

·~i www.puppetspuppets.com 99»4*# Victorian Britain between its heyday after r860 and its waning

Owl Glass In this fascinating and colorful book, researcher and per-
Puppetry Center: former John McCormick focuses on the marionette world of

years from I895 to I914·

292 PAGES · 51 BkW AND 16 COLOR PHOTOS · $24·95 PAPERBACK

IOWA 11 , 1'cre (J real u, riti"(f I)('(fil"6
319 No. Calhoun, V\/est Liberty, IA 52776 University of Iowa Press · www.uiowapress.org

owlglass@avalon.net

~HE WINNERS THE CENTER FOR PUPPETRY ARTS has published a
LIRCLE charming and informative catalog for their exhibit

featuring work from

UNIMA Citation-winning productions

A list of winners by year is included. $9.95
($8 .95 for citation winners} includes shipping in U. S.

UNIMA-USA 1404 Spring St. NW, Atlanta GA 30309 <unima@puppet.org>



NEW YORKS T &.mpanr.nghe award winning Latino

audiences, SEA, under the
artistic direction of Dr. Manuel

ONLYIAIJINO A. Morin, is proud to announce
its 2005-2006 SEASON, celebrat-
ing our 20th Anniversary,

CHILDRENt
(founded in Puerto Rico 1985) pre-
senting the best in Latino/bilingual
entertainment for the whole family.

TI IEArRE
20TH ANNIVERSARY SEASON
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Our repertory of "Latinized"
Children's Classics, Latin American
Folktales & Children's Classics from
Spain, is back! Sce the Tango-danc-

"Judging by the "In most children's ",.,Scintillating ...a "Los Kabayitos Theater ing Cinderella; the brave Latina
faces of the children, theater, hidden joyous celebration of is a truly magical and Little Red Riding Hood, the fla-they were having a treasure consists of Latino culture and its educational place
great time. Because silver and gold. But music...Moran and that teaches children meiico-dancing Big Bad Wolf in
the play amuses and here the real fortune company should be with entertainment The Three Little Pigs and the
educates children is less tangible but applauded for cap- and artistry While super curious Ricitos in our new'
about this important just as enriching; turing the Latin expe- viewing these beauti- production of Ricitos & The 3
expression of our pieces of the folk Mence with such fully crafted pieces, Bears. Also returning is Martina,cultural roots, it heritage of Latin gusto. Saludl I felt kids will learn time-

the Little Roach a Cuban tale,deserves the support American countries." like a kid again. SEA less moral lessons
of the audience" is quite clever!" and be immersed in the always popular Puerto Rican

the life changing and Dominican, Juan Bobo and
experience Pedro Animal and tile fun filled

journey of My Colombian
El Diario-La Prensa The New York Times TheaterMania.com Para Mi Magazine Magical Bus. Don't forget the

children's zarzuela The
Toothache of King Farfin and
Garcia Lorca's folkloric Andalusian
Punch e.ludy style story, The Billy-
Club Puppets will also be return-

TE
AT
RO ing to mesmerize kids of all ages.

Join us for an unforgettable season
at New York 's ONLY Latinof Puppet & Children's

Theatre
Children's Theatre, where the
Daily News says "Children 's Theater
at its best! BRAVO Company for Kids!"

107 Suffolk Street, New York, NY 10002 and where NBC Channel 4 says
t. Jabulous pedonnances!"For reservations please call (212) 529-1545 or (212) 260-4()80, ext. 14

or visit our website www.sea-online.inib



*'s new at the
~nter for Puppetry p*t07

See our Web site at www.puppet.orgfor more info and to buy tickets online!

Something Wicked this way comes! This October, the Center for Puppetry Arts
presents something different.. . an eclectic mix offilm, spoken word, black comedy,
performance art and puppets. Ages 18 and up only. Following sold-out shows in
2001 and 2004, the world-renowned Salzburg Marionette Theatre of Salzburg, M,

Austria, returns in November Don 't miss A Midsummer Night's Dream, one of
William Shakespeare's most popular plays (pictured at right). The company will also hperform two operas: Hanse/and Grete/ by Engelbert Humperdinck and - ,
Don Giovanniby Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart . Ages 12 and up .

PHOTO: Salzburg Marionette Theatre

#

In our shows for families, Winnie-the-Pooh and the gang meettheir
felinefriend Tigger in The House at Pooh Corner, playing September

- productions throughoutthe season, including The Great Mummy
.), ,  through December (pictured at left). Then enjoy otherfun-filled

Mystery, a new work by Jon Ludwig and Jason Hines playing April
'4*,r . <f  ' , through June 2006.

PHOTO: David Zeiger

The online store is now open! Shop til you drop at
www.puppetstore.org! You can now purchase Center -* -
DVDs, finger puppets, rod puppets, hand puppets (like 01 -

CENTER FOR those pictured at right), Muppet busts, books and more

PUPPETRY anytime you wish!

Ag ./
1404 Spring Street NW · Atlanta, GA USA 30309-2820
Administrative 404. 873 . 3089 + Ticket Sales Office 404 . 873 . 3391 · www, puppet .org · info@puppet . org \Y

Vincent Anthony. Barbara and Bill Wylly Executive Director · Headquarters of UNIMA-USA · Constituent of
Theatre Communications Group . I



KONO (c. 1975) a ritual puppet from Mali, Africa.
It ie s doniction of the-Hombill, whose migration into the Segou Region

s the rai ortant to farm _fjshermen.

A PUBLICATION OF UNIMA-USA


